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President’s Message

I Couldn’t Have Said it any Better
I am deferring my monthly message to retired San Jose Police Sergeant Scott Castruita, who wrote an exceptional opinion piece about the public pension he earned from the City of San Jose. Few of us could have
written a better piece that explains why public safety employees not only deserve the comfortable pensions
each earned on the streets of this nation’s streets and highways, but why it is unfair to target us as the culprits who are responsible for a lagging economy. Many members of this association saw this piece on the
Internet and forwarded it to me. I asked Editor Ray Shine to run it in this space. Please read it thoroughly,
then pass it along to your neighbors and friends. – Gary Delagnes

www.fugitive.com

Did San Jose Police Sergeant
Scott Castruita Earn a Fair Pension?

SFPOA President Gary Delagnes

By Retired Sergeant Scott Castruita,
San Jose Police Department
President of Fugitive Watch Productions
I am writing this article because I
recently had a Christmas party with
some close friends who I care about
very much and I know they feel the
same about me. However, there is always one common theme that seems
to come up in our conversations and
that is my retirement from the San
Jose Police Department. In August of
2011, I retired after a 28-year career
as a police officer, ending the last 12
years as a patrol sergeant. I was very
proud of my career choice and I could
not imagine taking any other path.
This article is only to share my
thoughts and is not in any way, shape
or form a complaint or attempt to
gain sympathy from the reader. The
economy has made it tough on all of
us. Police officers, firefighters and civilians alike are all feeling the effects
of our current economic downturn.
However, San Jose Mayor Chuck Reed
has managed to take this worldwide
economic downturn to demonize his
police officers and firefighters in an
attempt to cover up his and other city
representatives inability to properly
manage the city or just plain do their
job.
It is unfortunate that many of my
friends and people that I consider family have been tainted by Mayor Reed’s
lies and now have negative opinions
that are based on ignorance of the
facts. Many of the people that used to
tell me “You don’t get paid enough for
your job or I wouldn’t do your job for a
million dollars, now accuse me of gorging myself at the public trough. I can’t
blame them completely for their mistaken conclusion. Because everyone
is busy in their day-to-day lives, just
trying to keep their own boats afloat,

they don’t have time to do a true examination of the facts so they rely on
a media that loves controversy so they
can sell newspapers. They also rely on
an elected leader Mayor Reed who has
an unscrupulous hidden agenda and
flat out lies to his citizens.
For this reason, I ended my career
quietly with no fan fare, no party,
in fact I even skipped out on my last
briefing because it was to difficult for
me to say good bye to my friends and
police family. I was heartsick feeling
they were stuck on a sinking ship and
it was our own Mayor that fired the torpedoes. His torpedoes have completely
demoralized and are rapidly destroying the finest, most highly educated
and dedicated police department in
the nation.
I am proud to have worked with
these officers and leaders. I am saddened because every officer I talk to
now has lost their enthusiasm and
feels stuck in their job and is unsure
of their future. Thanks to Mayor Reed,
there are no winners in his plan and
the citizens of the city will suffer the
most as the crime rate rises. When his
term is over, Mayor Reed will move on
and leave San Jose smoldering in ashes.
Now for the question: Did Scott Castruita, retired San Jose Police Sergeant
earn a fair pension?
I would like to answer this question by giving a few examples of my
personal experience as a police officer
and I ask you to compare these experiences to your own career before you
judge me.
• Giving CPR to a woman’s father that
I knew was dead because his small
grandchildren were begging me to
help him and the crowd of onlookers surrounding us expecting me to
help him.
• Being the first on the scene after a
young mother had called 911. When

•

•

•

•

•

I arrived, she handed me her obviously dead 9-month-old baby as if I
was going to run for a touch down,
crying please help me, please save
my baby. I did CPR on this baby
for what seemed like the longest 5
minutes of my life.
I had to lead an investigation into
the death of a 9-month-old baby.
The horrible feelings I had because I
had to interrogate a grieving mother
as a possible suspect to be sure about
how her baby had died. Collecting
evidence at the scene and taking
photos of the dead baby only to be
told later it was most likely a case
of Sudden Infant Dead Syndrome.
Never being able to erase that experience from my mind nor sleep
through the night because I had
a 9-month-old son of my own at
home. I was always waking up to
check and be sure he was breathing.
Because of this experience, when
my daughter was born, I moved
her into my room at night for the
same reason.
Having to administer CPR two more
times to dead victims because the
victim’s family, friends and bystanders were expecting me to save
their lives. I just couldn’t perform
the miracle they wanted from me.
Holding a 17-year-old boy’s hand
and telling him “everything was
going to be OK, we are going to get
this car off of you”. Watching his
life slip away, all the time knowing
the truth, there was nothing I could
do to save his life. When the family showed up, I lied to them. I told
them, your son he didn’t suffer, it
was over fast for him. The rest of the
night on patrol was a long lonely
night for me.
All the terrible car accidents I was
on where I saw badly hurt people,
including dead children and the

•

•

•

•

•

elderly. No matter the conditions,
freezing, wet or hot weather, the
conditions were never right to deal
with this type of experience.
Responding to an emergency call for
help from a brother officer, only to
arrive and see him lifeless between
two parked cars after he was shot
by a crazed gunman. Watching as
another brother officer, critically
wounded in the same gunbattle,
as he is loaded into an ambulance
and then later hearing the news that
he died from his gunshot wounds.
That officer was one of my recruiters
when I was hired as a police officer.
On another day I again find out I
was down the street when another
brother officer was shot to death
with his own gun while processing
a drunk driver.
Responding to the countless numbers of suicides and attempted
suicides. Arriving on a scene to
find a man that blew his own head
off with a shotgun. The man that
drank a gallon of pool acid. The
16-year-old boy that stole his dad’s
gun and shot himself in the head
after he texted his friends goodbye.
The man that soaked his sleeping
bag in gasoline then got in and
set it on fire. The man who took a
butcher knife and cut his stomach
open and having to talk to him as
his guts lay beside him. The person
that rammed their car into a tree
after leaving a very touching letter
behind. There are so many more
that still haunt me and make me
wonder why?
The many brother and sister officers, some who were close friends
and took their own lives. The lingering thoughts and feelings, should I
have seen that coming?
The times I fought with a suspect
continued on back page
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Minutes of the January 18, 2012 SFPOA Board Meeting*
1. Treasurer Halloran called the meeting to order at 1105 hours and lead
the Pledge of Allegiance
2. Secretary Montoya conducted roll
call of the Board of Directors and
Executive Board.
3. President Delagnes called for an
Executive Session to discuss an
Attorney-Client Privileged Matter.
4. Rep. Dacre (Co F) made a motion
to accept the resolution discussed
during the Executive Session. Motion was seconded by Rep. Rodgers
(Co D) and Rep. Pena (Co. E) and
passed by voice vote without opposition.
5. Rep. Rodgers (Co D) made a motion
to accept the appointment of Rep.
Evans (HQ) to the vacant position
on the LDF Board of Trustees. Motion was seconded by Rep. Flaherty
(Co E) and passed unanimously by
voice vote without opposition.
6. Vice President Martin announced
that Rep. Evans (HQ) has been
appointed to fill a vacancy on the
OCC Defense Team.
7. The following members of Central
Station have requested to fill the
vacant POA Representative position at Central Station, Val Kirwan,
Troy Peele, John VanKoll and Kevin
Worrell. A special election to fill
the position is forthcoming.

8. President Delagnes spoke briefly
about the proposed Career Development General Order. President
Delagnes acknowledged that all
PEG groups were participants in
the months-long meetings and
had equal input with regards to
the proposal.
9. Chief Suhr addressed the Board
of Directors regarding the Career
Development General Order. Chief
Suhr emphasized the need for our
department to fall into line with
similar sized departments that
currently require certain levels
of education to participate in the
promotional process.
10. Sgt. Larry Chan (Co H) addressed
the Board of Directors with regards
to the Career Development General
Order. Sgt. Chan emphasized his
opposition to the General Order
in its current form and requested
that further discussions with input
from members be addressed before
the General Order is implemented.
11. After much discussion on the Career Development General Order,
President Delagnes formed an immediate sub-committee to come
up with a counter proposal to the
provisions of the proposed General
Order in its current form. The committee members are Rep. Goldsborough (Co H), Rep. Evans (HQ), Rep.

Schlegle (Tac), Rep. Dorgan (Co C)
and Rep. Imbellino (Co F).
12. Val Kirwan (Co A) addressed the
Board of Directors regarding an
alternative to the POA Golf Tournament. Rep. Gordon (Co I) agreed to
work with Val to come up with an
alternative. Proposed alternatives
will be discussed at future Board
Meetings.
13. The Executive Board sent a signed
letter to the N Y Parole Board
protesting the release of Herman
Bell.
14. Rep. Sorgie (Co G) made a motion
to accept the minutes from the
December 2011 Board Meeting.
Motion was seconded by Rep. Rodgcontinued on page 3
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The POA Journal and the POA web site (www.sfpoa.org) are the official publications of the
San Francisco Police Officers Association and are published to express the policies, ideals, and
accomplishments of the Association. The following provisions that are specific to the publication of the POA Journal shall also be applicable to publication of material on the POA web site
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Member Opinions and Commentary: Unsolicited Written Material
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• Such material must be addressed as a letter or mail using common salutations such as “Dear
POA,” “Editor,” “SFPOA” “Dear POA Members” etc.
• Such material must be authored and signed by the member(s) making the submission.
Anonymous submissions will not be published.
• Such material must be factually correct and presented in a respectful and civil manner.
• Such material can not be slanderous, unnecessarily inflammatory, sexist, racist, or otherwise offensive, nor can it be disparaging of any member or bring upon them unwarranted
accusation or rebuke, either express or implied.
• Such material can be forwarded to the editor by electronic mail, US Mail, inter-departmental
mail or other written communication, or delivered in person to the editor or to any person
in the POA office.
• Upon receipt of such material, the editor shall cause it to be published in the next regular
printing of the POA Journal, or in a future issue designated by the submitting member
provided that the content complies with all the provisions of this policy. Such material
will not necessarily appear in more than one issue of the POA Journal.
• Such material will be published in a designated section that shall be clearly titled as “Letters to the Editor,” “Letters to the Journal,” “Mail” or other similar title indicating that the
material included therein is the express opinion of the author(s) and not necessarily that
of the SFPOA or any of its elected or appointed officers.
• Depending upon considerations of timeliness and space, the editor reserves the right to
withhold publication of such material for as many as two issues. The editor also reserves
the right to decline to publish material beyond a date wherein the context of the material
is no longer timely.
• All such material is subject to editing for grammar and punctuation. Portions of a submission may be omitted for considerations of space so long as the general context of the
material is not significantly diminished or altered.
• The editor may select portions of a submission to be highlighted in a common editorial
manner such as pull quotes, sub-heads, or kickers.
Other Submitted Material
All other written, photographic, or graphic material must be:
• Specifically solicited by the editor;
• Or be unsolicited material that may be published at the discretion of the editor, and in
accordance with other applicable sections of this editorial policy and Article XI, Section
8(e) of the by-laws.
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Counselor’s Corner

One Grievance and Arbitration Primer
By John Tennant,
SFPOA Counsel
One of the most important tasks
any union may undertake is filing a
grievance on behalf of a member. And
if the union is fortunate enough to
possess a clause in its labor contract
guaranteeing binding arbitration as
the final step of
the g r ievance
process, that task
becomes all the
more critical insofar as an arbitration decision will
determine what
for all intents and
purposes is to become the “law of the workplace.”
While the grievance process may
seem relatively straightforward, there
exists some confusion over what precisely makes for a potentially successful
grievance. First off, a grievance is not
simply an employee’s feeling upset or
aggrieved by something the employer
did or didn’t do. But for the existence
of a collective bargaining agreement
(what we call in the public sector a
Memorandum of Understanding or
MOU) with its attendant grievance
procedure, there would be no right to
any grievance in the first instance. So
a grievance is necessarily defined as a
violation of some provision(s) of the
MOU. No violation of the MOU, no

grievance.
So let’s assume for the purpose
of this discussion that we have an
articulable violation of some MOU
provision which warrants the filing
of a grievance. If the parties are then
unable to resolve the grievance as it
proceeds through the various steps of
the grievance procedure, the union
– and only the union – may elect to
take the grievance to final and binding arbitration. This sort of arbitration is known as “rights arbitration,”
meaning that a neutral arbitrator will
be called upon to determine whether
the employer has violated some right
guaranteed by the MOU. After testimony and evidence are considered in
a quasi-judicial proceeding (and often
followed by post-hearing legal briefs),
the arbitrator issues a final opinion
and award.
To be sure, other instances may
arise where a member or the union
alleges that the employer has violated
what is known as a “term or condition of employment” but which, for
whatever reason, fail to appear in the
MOU. In common parlance, these
are called changes to an agreed-upon
“past practice.” Disputes over what
might constitute a legally enforceable
past practice are some of the most
contentious given the absence of any
express agreement between the parties. In addition and for a number of
legal reasons too lengthy to explain

in this abbreviated “primer,” most
attempts by the City and County of
San Francisco to change past practices
will result not in “rights” arbitration
but, rather, in “interest arbitration” – if
again, the parties fail to reach an agreement. This has to do largely with the
fact that under most public employee
MOUs in San Francisco, changes to
past practices warrant not a grievance
but a demand to meet and confer over
changes to the “terms and conditions
of employment.”
Only a handful of charter cities in
California possess interest arbitration,
and San Francisco is one of the lucky
few. Unlike most other public safety
employees who, possessing neither the
right to strike nor interest arbitration
may face the unilateral imposition
of their respective public employer’s
last-best offer after negotiations reach
impasse, San Francisco’s finest can
proceed to an arbitration panel to set
the new “terms and conditions” of employment if their negotiations break
down. In interest arbitration, each
side, both management and labor,
present testimony and evidence to an
interest arbitration panel in support of
their respective last-best offers. Utilizing a number of criteria set forth in
the City Charter, the arbitration panel
will then choose that last-best offer
which most conforms to the criteria.
This tends to boil down to the following: that side which presents the most

SFPOA Board Meeting Minutes*
ers (Co D) and passed unanimously
by voice vote without opposition.
15. The Executive Board met with
members of the Department’s Administration regarding the recent
Department Bulletin outlining use
of time off. The department agreed
to take a closer look at the bulletin
and possibly amend or re-issue a
revised bulletin.
16. Treasurer Halloran presented the
Board with a printed copy of the
final recap for fiscal year 2011. Treasurer Halloran announced that the

POA was $398,490.00 under budget
for fiscal year 2011.
17. Treasurer Halloran presented the
budget for fiscal year 2012 to the
Board of Directors. Total budget for
fiscal year 2012 is $3,140,200.00.
The budget for fiscal year 2012 is
less than the budget for fiscal year
2011 which was $3,263,200.00.
18. Rep. Lyons (TTF) made a motion
to accept the proposed budget for
fiscal year 2012. Rep. Philpott (TTF)
seconded the motion which passed
by voice vote without opposition.

continued from page 2

19. Meeting adjourned at 1330 hours.
Respectfully submitted,
Tony Montoya
POA Secretary
These minutes will not be adopted by
the Board of Directors until the next
General Membership meeting. Corrections
and amendments might be made prior
to a vote to enter the minutes into the
permanent record. All corrections and/
or amendments will be published in the
succeeding issue of the Journal.

objectively reasonable proposal wins
while that party which overreaches
loses. Interest arbitration, thus, has
woven into its fiber a strong incentive
for each party to come as close to the
middle as possible of any controversy
which divides them.
And, thus, here one should take
note of the rather dramatic difference
between “interest” arbitration, which
attends disputes over changes to past
practice, and “rights” arbitration
which is the endgame of grievances
where an out-and-out MOU violation is alleged. Victory in a “rights”
arbitration turns upon whether the
union proves the contract was in fact
breached. Victory in “interest” arbitration turns upon which party is more
reasonable in its final negotiation
proposal. While compromise may (at
times) be out of place in the context
of a “rights” arbitration where forceful
vindication of a grievant’s rights is in
order, compromise is more often than
not the essence of success in an interest arbitration. Understanding this
crucial difference between a grievance
that results in rights arbitration and a
meet-and-confer demand over changes
to past practice that culminates in
interest arbitration makes all the difference in the world as to whether a
public sector union achieves its aims
on behalf of the rank and file.
“Roll the Union On . . .”

POA Journal Deadlines
March 2012

Feb. 21, 2012

April 2012

March 23, 2012

May 2012

April 20, 2012

June 2012

May 25, 2012

July 2012

June 22, 2012

Aug. 2012

July 23, 2012

Sept. 2012

Aug. 24, 2012

Oct. 2012

Sept. 21, 2012

Nov. 2012

Oct. 26, 2012

Dec. 2012

Nov. 21, 2012

Calendar of Events

M

ark your calendars for the following meetings and events by the POA and its friends and supporters. All dates and times are subject to last minute
changes, so always contact the event coordinator to confirm dates and times. If you have an event you would like posted on our calendar, contact
the editor at journal@sfpoa.org.

Regularly Scheduled Meetings or Events
Event

Location

Date & Time

Coordinator

Pacific Rod & Gun Club

Second Tues. of Every Month, 11:00 AM

Larry Barsetti (415) 566-5985

Meeting,
Veteran Police Officers Association

520 John Muir Drive, SF		

larry175@ix.netcom.com

Hall of Justice, Room 150,

Joe Reilly (415) 681-3660

Meeting,
Widows & Orphans Aid Association

Second Tues. of Every Month, 2:00 PM

(Traffic Co. Assembly Room)		

woaasfpolice@gmail.com

Meeting, American Legion

War Memorial Building

Greg Corrales

SF Police-Fire Post

410 Van Ness Ave., SF		

(415) 759-1076

POA Board of Directors Meeting

POA Building

Third Wed. of Every Month, Noon

POA Office (415) 861-5060

Meeting, Retired Employees of CCSF

Irish Cultural Center

Second Wed. of Every Month, 11:00 AM

Reyna Kuk (415) 681-5949

Retiree Range Re-qualification

SFPD Pistol Range

First Fri. of each Month, 0730 – 1130

Range Staff (415) 587-2274

Market at 2nd Streets, SF

Saturday, March 17, 2012, 11:30 am

OliviaCanniffe@yahoo.com

Second Tues. of Every Month, 6:00 PM

Specially Scheduled Events
St. Patrick’s Day Parade & Celebration
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Widows’ and Orphans’ Aid Association
PO Box 880034, San Francisco, CA 94188-0034 u Established 1878 u Telephone 415.681.3660
January 3, 2012
The monthly meeting of the Widows and Orphans Aid Association
was called to order by President Matt
Gardner on Tuesday, January 3, 2012
at 1:47 p.m. in Room 150 at the Hall
of Justice.
President Gardner opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Roll Call of Officers:
President Matt Gardner, Vice-President Mark McDonough, Secretary Joe
Reilly, Treasurer Dean Taylor, Trustees
John Centurioni, John Keane, Bob
Mattox and Harold Vance were present. Trustee Al Luenow was excused.
Installation of
Association Officers for 2012:
President Gardner swore in the new
Officers and Trustees for 2012: President Mark McDonough, Vice-president
Bob Mattox, Treasurer Dean Taylor and
Trustee Sally Foster.
President Gardner then turned the
meeting over to the new President,
Mark McDonough, before stepping
down. President McDonough thanked
outgoing President Gardner for his
many years of service to the Association.
Report of the Trustees
(taken out of order)
Mr. Jerome Paolini and Ms. Janet
Walker of Wells Fargo Bank reported
on the Association’s portfolio performance through November 30, 2011.
In spite of positive U.S economic data,

Eurozone debt is still weighing heavily
on global markets. U.S. equities experienced a strong October but were flat
in November although they did rally
again toward the end of the month.
The Association’s portfolio is down
-4.41% year to date, however December performance figures are yet to be
factored in. The year’s performance
summary will be reported in the Association’s annual letter.
Approval of the minutes
of the December meeting:
A motion made by Centurioni, seconded by Vance to approve the December minutes passed without objection.
Receiving applications for
new members, suspensions
and reinstatements:
The following members of the
Association were suspended on September 13, 2011 after non-payment
of dues for six months: Alex Bini,
William Darr, James Escobar, Robert
Gin, Jerry Lankford, Axel Lunn, Alfredo Matteoni, Stephen Morimoto,
John Poelstra, Kimberly Reynolds, and
Joyce Watkins. (Article III, Section 3)
Pursuant to Article III, Section 4, these
suspended members, now delinquent
in payment of dues for over one year,
are to be dropped from membership.
President McDonough directed that
they be dropped from the membership rolls.
If you know any of these members,
please have them contact the Association immediately. The Secretary
will notify each person in writing at

their last known address. (Article III,
Section 4)
Report of the Trustees:
Secretary Joe Reilly reported that 25
Association members were reported
deceased during 2011: Thomas P.
Callen, Wayne E. Clement, William
R. Cook, James M. Curran, Thomas
G. Dempsey, Peter M. Dito, Richard
R. Duane, Layton M. Duffy, Andrew
J. Farren, Louis H. Feder, Ward L. Holmes, Cornelius J. Lucey, Carol F. Marshall, Martin F. Moser, Kevin J. Mullen,
Preston J. Nolan, Hadie Redd, Ralph E.
Schaumleffel, Elmer H. Schenck, Lawrence R. Sheerin, Stephen R. Spranger,
Christopher B. Sullivan, Richard H.
Trueb, Richard H. Van Winkle, Robert
C. Werner.
No additional reports of member
deaths were received through the end
of December.
Communications:
Routine correspondence and the
normal monthly bills were received
in December.
Bills Payable:
Treasurer Taylor presented the routine monthly expenses of the Association and requested approval for their
payment. A motion by Centurioni,
seconded by Keane to approve payment passed without objection.
Unfinished Business:
Treasurer Dean Taylor reported
that the Association has contacted
an attorney for advice regarding the

The POA Journal was notified* of the recent deaths of the following SFPD members,
non-sworn employees (n/s), or affiliated persons:
Date of Death

Age

Henry Eidler
Nikolaus Wrany

December 24, 2011
January 28, 2012

82
74

New Business
None
Good of the Association:
If you are a Widows and Orphans
member whose dues are deducted from
your paycheck and are retiring soon,
or if you have retired in the last year,
please remember that payroll deductions for dues stop once you are retired.
Dues payments are not deducted from
retirement checks. (Automatic payment through the credit union is not
affected) Please contact the Association for instructions on maintaining
your membership. Members can contact the Association at woaasfpolice@
gmail.com in addition to the Association’s voice mail phone number (415)
681-3660, or speak to any one of the
Association officers.
Adjournment:
President McDonough set the next
meeting for Tuesday, February 14, 2012
at 1:45 p.m. in Room 150 at the Hall
of Justice. A moment of silence was
observed for all our deceased members. The meeting was adjourned at
2:36 p.m.
Fraternally,
Joe Reilly,
Secretary

Submitting Obituaries
and Memorial Tributes

Deaths

Name of Deceased

Association’s reporting requirements
under ERISA, the Employee Retired
Income Security Act of 1974 and will
be making an appointment soon.

Status

Notification by

Retired SFPD
Retired SFPD

M. Ortelle
R. LaPrevotte

*Notifications are made by a POA member, family member, or other reliable source.
The POA Journal believes the information to be true and correct, however the staff or employees of the
SFPOA make no official confirmation.

Any member may submit a separate memorial tribute to a deceased member. Any such
piece will not appear in the matrix, but will be
placed in the Mail section, or, with prior approval
of the editor, as a sidebar piece. The Journal will
also accept and publish in the Mail section
short letters about a deceased member written
by a person in the immediate family. However,
the Journal will not reprint obituaries or photos
that were published in any other print media,
web site, or Internet blog.

Retirements
The San Francisco Police Officers Association congratulates the following
members on his or her recent retirement
from the SFPD. These veterans will be
difficult to replace, as each takes with
them decades of experience and job
knowledge. The most recently retired SFPD members are:
• Inspector Martin Bastiani, Jr. #1857 from Sexual Assault
• Officer George Cuevas #2080 from Medical Liaison
• Sergeant John Fewer #33 from Richmond Station, Solo m/c
• Lieutenant Michael Flynn #890 from Tenderloin Station
• Sergeant Gabriel Gallaread #454 from Mission Station
• Sergeant Lawrence Gray, Jr. #1304 from Richmond Station

Photo courtesy of Insp. Matt Perez

Duggan’s Serra Mortuary, Daly City
500 Westlake Ave, Daly City 415/587-4500

• Officer Jamie Ongpin #905 from Airport Field Operations

FD1098

• Sergeant David Pollitt #610 from the Academy

The Duggan Family Serving San Francisco Community Since 1903

• Sergeant George Rosko #1559 from Central Station

Arthur J. Sullivan Funeral Home and Driscoll’s Valencia St. Serra Mortuary

• Officer Daniel Toomey #1279 from Bayview Station

FD228

www.duggansserra.com

FD1665

• Officer Ernest Wilberg #1036 from Park Station
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Around The
Department
By Al Casciato

…Coaches Wanted:
Major League Baseball’s “Reviving
Baseball in Inner Cities’ (RBI Program)
has arrived in San Francisco and is recruiting hardball and softball coaches.
The San Francisco Police Department
contact is Sgt. Carl T, Central Station. Carl can be reached at sfpdcarlt@
yahoo.com or (415) 315-2400. Also visit
www.sfrbi.org to learn more about the
program…
…Photography Display:
During the month of March the
photographic works of police and fire
safety officers will be on display at
the Harvey Milk Recreational Center
located at Scott and Duboce Streets.
Inspector Sue Bachman’s, Investigations, work will be on display. The
exhibit titled “Behind the Badge” is
open M-F 0930-2130, Sat 0930–1700
and closed on Sundays…
…Unreported Crimes:
Every time the Department releases
statistics a catch 22 occurs. If crime is
up the media and public ask us what
we are doing about the up swing. If
crime is down there seems to be a sigh
of relief from the public. But then the
media and politicos start to ask questions like. Is the public under reporting crime? Are you sure every crime
is being correctly categorized? What
is your estimate of crimes that are under reported? Statistics are something
the media and public want and insist
on but for us they are slippery slope
because there is never a right answer…
…Trying to Help:
Everyday the challenges of life affect
us all whether it involves the death/
sickness of a loved one/co-worker or
one’s own life challenge from illness
to finances. Captain Terri Barrett,
Academy and Sgt. Mary Dunnigan,
Behavioral Sciences are constantly
looking for programs that will help
each of us (recruit through retiree)
cope with the challenges life sends our
way. So when Teri and Mary or their
staffs come by and offer information
written or verbal; pay close attention it
may benefit you and your loved ones…
…Tier One Retirees:
This year 17 City Employee labor
contracts are up for negotiation. Luckily for us our contract runs through
June 30 of 2013. Tier One Retirees
should pay close attention to the negotiations of the next contract and every
future contract. Why? Well there is a
clause that states that Tier 1 retirees

can take a pay cut if the contract of the
actives has a salary reduction. Can’t
happen! Well it already did. When
the last contract was negotiated retired
Tier One Commanders took a pay cut.
Did anybody but them care? Not really. Should have the active and retired
organizations cared? Yes; because if it
can happen to them it can happen to
all; Police Officer through Chief…Tier
2 members are not currently affected
by this issue but I’m sure that similar
issues will occur when Tier 3 (those
hired after Jan 9, 2009) and Tier 4
(those hired after July 1, 2012) reach
retirement age…
…Brain Drain:
Stopped by a reporter in Cit y
Hall who asked what I thought of
the “brain drain” occurring in the
department as a result of the DROP
program. I reminded the reporter that
I testified, at the Board of Supervisors
that if DROP was allowed to sunset this
phenomenon would occur and offered
a solution which was not accepted. I
also recounted how the lack of City
participation when the program was
being developed led to its demise. It
is a shame that a program that could
have helped the City and been cost effective died due to legislative neglect.
— Prediction: within the next 4–5
years there will be an effort to create
a DROP plan again. Why? Because
controlled turnover if done properly
allows for efficient budgeting and delivery of services. This is the challenge
the City is facing and a DROP plan
addresses those issues…
…Health Care:
Are you confused about what is
going on with health care coverage?
You’re not alone. I recently had the
opportunity to attend the National
Association of Police Organizations
(NAPO) conference where even the
experts are unsure about how or where
we are going with health care coverage. One interesting session discussed
the current Supreme Court case challenging the national health plan. In
short the case which is scheduled for
June could result in the national plan
being fully implemented if the court
rules in favor of the government; if it
rules against then it are back to the
drawing board. Locally —The last I
heard from our health service system
was that we should expect employee
contributions to increase in the neighborhood of 16% for Plan 1 and Blue
Shield while Kaiser is estimated to
increase by 6–7%. Negotiations are on
going and those figures are subject to
change…
…Mystery:
Users of the City service and gas station located at 950 Bryant are wondering why the station is due for closure
with the staff being moved to the
corporation yard on Jerrold Street. No
one seems to have an answer. Another
mystery in a City full of mysteries…
…Motorcycle Riders:
Police – Fire Post 456 of the American Legion has formed a motorcycle
group. Retiree Mike Edmond is coordinating the group and asks that
interested riders call him at (520)
248-0064. The group welcomes all
riders both members of the Legion
and supporters. Join now and work
with Mike as he prepares the spring
and summer schedule…
Announcements, notices or tidbits
can be e-mailed to alfrmsf@ aol.com,
faxed to 552-5741, or mailed to Around
the Department, 800 Bryant St., 2nd
Floor, SF, CA 94103.
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Chief’s
Corner
Let’s talk a little bit about the
NFC Championship Game that
ended with a Giant’s field goal
following kick returner Kyle William’s fumble. So many people
are vilifying Kyle Williams for
fumbling that kickoff. Do people
get that he was “trying to make
a play” to help his team win?...
because he was. Can you imagine
reports of threats against his life
for a fumble in a game? Really!
Unbelievable! The guy has been one of my favorite 49ers all year long stepping up and making plays for his team — our team – and it was a great year
no matter how it ended. I was so disappointed at how many fans reacted
until I saw the reaction of his teammates. All I needed to restore my faith
as one of “the faithful” was hear what Patrick Willis had to say. The entire
team rallied around their team mate and Patrick Willis said it just right,
“We feel badly for Kyle. He’s our team mate and we love him. We won as
a team all year long and we lost as a team today. That’s all there is to it.”
It made me think of the 10 Principles of Policing I shared with you just
a few months ago. Specifically, Principle #4: “Think about how the way
you conduct yourself looks to everyone else. You have but one chance to
make a good first impression. Make it a great one.” Man, did Patrick Willis
make an impression on me. What a class act! Not only the most ferocious
defensive player in the league but a guy, however disappointed (and you
know he was disappointed — Big Time!), stood by his team mate. This is
what I’m talking about when I say that everyone is watching how we conduct ourselves too. No, we’re not All-Pro football players but we’re people
that the public “sees”, especially children; and we are held to a higher
standard, by virtue of the oath we have taken and the occupation that
chose us. All we can ask of each other, me of you and you of me, is to do
the best we can. To commit to always being able to do something versus
“there’s nothing I can do” — we have always got to try and “make a play”
on behalf of whoever needs help. And when we make a mistake, that anybody that put themselves out there could make, we need to support one
another instead of joining with those that would criticize, because next
time it might be us. We are all in this together!
One of my favorite phrases is a quote from President Teddy Roosevelt:
“It’s not the critic who counts. The credit belongs to the man (or woman)
who is in the arena, whose face is marred with dust and sweat and blood,
who knows the great enthusiasm, the great devotion, and spends himself
(or herself) in a worthy cause; who, if he (she) wins, knows the thrills of
great achievement, and who, if he (she) fails while daring greatly, so that
his (her)place shall never be with those cold timid souls who neither victory nor defeat.”
That’s what Kyle Williams did on that disappointing Sunday — “he failed
while daring greatly”. That’s what Patrick Willis was thinking when he
said what he said in support of his team mate – “because it’s not the critic
that counts”, and that’s how we need to be as San Francisco police officers
because we are “in the arena” every day.
As always, thank you for all you do to make a difference in the lives of
others. You are San Francisco’s Finest!
Oro en Paz, Fierro en Guerra!
Take Care and Be Safe Out There,
Greg Suhr
Chief of Police, San Francisco Police Department

MÔNACO Watch & Jewelry
Your ROLEX watch specialist
Over 20 years serving jewelers nationwide

Cartier ✦ Patek Philippe ✦ Breitling
and the finest Swiss name brands

Repair Center • Dial Upgrade • Diamond Bezels
Fine Jewelry & Loose Diamonds
Bay Area Showroom:

San Francisco Jewelry Center

101 Utah St., #202, San Francisco, CA 94103 ✦ Free parking

(415) 863-1337 ✦ Toll Free: (800) 98-ROLEX
Monaco Watch & Jewelry is not directly nor indirectly associated with Rolex USA

Flash your badge and get your wholesale prices
SFPD, SFDS, SFFD, CHP & SF City Employees welcome
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Ooooops!
Last month when writing about
the Bryan Tuvera Memorial Service at
Taraval Station, I forgot to include our
dear friend Sgt. Jerry D’Arcy, who was
also part of the ceremony. Jerry sang a
very moving rendition of our National
Anthem as he has done so many times
before. As always, Jerry, thank you very
much for taking the time to be part of
such an important event and please
forgive my oversight.

This and That…
By Kevin Martin
SFPOA Vice President
Occupy this…
I want to start by thanking the
rank-and-file men and women of this
department for their outstanding
response to the “Occupy” demonstrations that impacted our city on Friday,
January 13, 2012. It was an all-day ordeal, lasting from the very early morning until the late hours of the night.
Suffice it to say, our members were
busy trying to keep up and quell the
disturbances caused by these so called
“peaceful” demonstrators as they
made their way from downtown institutions to blocking intersections and
causing complete havoc for ordinary
people just trying to live their lives,
go to work, earn their daily bread, and
then go back home to their families.
From approximately five in the
morning until almost midnight, our
officers exhausted themselves by doing their very best to keep order, clear
intersections, maintain the smooth
flow of traffic, and keep from getting
hit or spit upon by these demonstrators, and all in the name and effort of
maintaining First Amendment Rights
for these very same people who have
designated us as “enemies of the 99%”
and “tools of the 1%.”
In the driving rain, our officers followed these very special people around
the downtown area of San Francisco
while they took over some buildings
and attempted to take over others
during the course of their “work” day.
Several times during the day, our
officers responded to other officers’
calls for back-up or support as they
were being over-run or overwhelmed
by the crowds.
Later in the evening, this fine
group of individuals breeched the
empty, defunct Cathedral Hill Hotel,
ran through the hotel and went into
rooms and started throwing items out
of the windows and onto the street towards our officers. It was later learned
that among the items being tossed out
of the windows were Bibles.
The response from our members
was very professional and appropriate.
Our members once again as in the past
showed great restraint in the face of
chaos and danger.
The attitudes and actions of many
of these demonstrators have not
changed as they view the police as a
mortal enemy and have no problem
treating us as such.
Many of the demonstrators use
these events as their own little personal vendettas against the police and
take the opportunity to yell, kick and
scream at the cops…in some cases it
might be considered “therapy.”
At one point on late Friday afternoon after tying up a busy intersection
in the financial district, the police
responded to clear the intersection.
While doing so, a bus full of sub-human parasites from Oakland opened
up their windows and began yelling a
stream of hateful obscenities towards
the same police who were protecting and insuring their precious First
Amendment rights. I was standing
next to a Deputy Chief and a Commander during this barrage of hate
speech and personal insults in the
driving rain and thinking two things:
First, “It doesn’t get better than this”
and second, “what’s next?”
The Rubik’s Work Calendar…
The San Francisco Police have been

dealing with this Occupy nonsense
since the early part of October and we
are getting tired of it. Our schedules
have been changed quite often to insure enough personnel are on hand to
deal with these creeps. Days off have
been cancelled and we are really not
sure what we are going to be doing
from week to week.
Clearly, our lives have been disrupted and it has taken its toll on us
AND our families and loved ones.
And just when you thought things
and morale had hit rock bottom the
Department came out with a Bulletin 12-008 dated 1/11/12 regarding
the Cancellation of Watches Off and
Use of Discretionary Time Off 2012.
Traditionally, the department has
designated New Year’s Eve, Halloween,
and the Fourth of July as Non-Discretionary Days Off to accommodate the
large crowds and traffic affecting these
events and holidays.
The department has now cancelled
watches off for officers, sergeants and
inspectors due to anticipated needs
for Saturday, Feb. 11, for Chinese New
Years Parade; Monday, March 19, AntiWar Protest Anniversary; Saturday and
Sunday, May 26 and 27th for Carnival;
Sunday, May 27th, 75th Anniversary
of the Golden Gate Bridge; Saturday
and Sunday June 23rd and 24th for
Pink Saturday and Pride Weekend;
Saturday August 11th through Sunday
August 19th and Monday, August 27th
through September 2nd for America’s
Cup; Saturday October 6th and Sunday October 7th for Columbus Day/
Fleet Week and of course, October 31st
and December 31st for New Year’s Eve.
And if that wasn’t enough they
added just a few more just in case. Use
of Discretionary Time Off… “Commanding Officers shall not authorize
discretionary time off (EH, OU, FHF,
FH, PE, etc.) for any member during
the below listed dates: Thursday and
Friday, February 16 and 17th for Presidential visit; Saturday, March 17th, St.
Patrick’s Day; Tuesday May 1st, May
Day; Saturday, May 5, Cinco de Mayo;
Sunday, May 20, Bay to Breakers; Monday June 11th through Sunday June
17th, U.S. Open; Friday, June 22, Pride
Events; Monday, June 25th through
Wednesday, June 27th, Giants/Dodgers; Friday, July 27th through Sunday,
July 29th, Giants/Dodgers; Sunday,
September 30th through Thursday,
October 4th, Oracle; Friday, October
7th through Sunday, October 9th,
Giants/Dodgers and of course, Friday,
November 23rd, Fur Friday. After discussing the matter with a couple of
others, it was thought that it might
have made more sense putting out a
bulletin advising our members when
they CAN take time off!
Our officers are tired and beleaguered. They want and need time away
from this madness. They want and
need time alone or spent with their
families. The men and women in this
department are keenly aware of their
obligations and responsibilities to the
department, the city and especially to
the citizens of San Francisco.
In order to provide optimum service
to the citizens, our members need to
be well rested and refreshed. They
need to be able to meet the other
obligations in their and those of their
families.
As of this writing, Steve Johnson
and I have set up an appointment
with members of the Command Staff
to take a second look at this bulletin
and see if we can’t work out some type
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of compromise that would give our
members AND their families some
time for a vacation, or at least a few
days away together.
We also want to see if midnight
watches could be excluded from the
watch-off restrictions. I am not even
sure why midnight officers should be
included in this bulletin. Stand by,
as there will be more information to
follow.
There is some good news related to
all of this however. There is no truth
— I repeat NO TRUTH — to the rumor
that the following special holidays will
also affect our abilities to take time
off: International Fetish Day; Snowplow Mailbox Hockey Day; Bubble
Wrap Appreciation Day; Groundhog
Day; End of the World Rapture Day;
Great American Beer Festival Week;
Attention Deficit Disorder Awareness
Day; Pumpkin Chunkin’ Day; National Whiners Day; Leave the Office
Early Day (Admin and Bureau Only);
Winter Solstice/Summer Solstice Days;
Jerry Garcia/Grateful Dead Day (Park
Station members only); Little League
Baseball World Series and last but certainly not least, Yankees beat the crap
out of the Red Sox Week in honor of
Nick Ferrando and Amy Hurwitz and
much to the chagrin of Brian Michaud
and Nick Donati…
What a Difference a day makes…
Only a few short hours after the Occupy debacle subsided, another large
group of marchers took to the streets
of San Francisco. On Saturday, January 14, a crowd estimated at between
25,000 and 30,000 people from the
March for Life, (a pro-life, anti-abortion organization) marched peacefully
through our city. Amazingly, and in
quite a contrast to the events the
day before, not a single marcher attempted to take over a business; smash
windows; lay down in the street to
disrupt traffic; throw barricades at police officers; hit, punch, kick or spit at
police officers; scream, yell and swear
in our faces or conduct themselves in
any way, shape or form as the Occupy
crowd has since early October. Unlike
the Occupy crowd we have become
accustomed to, this group of marchers
actually treated us civilly! At the end
of the march, several hundred people
approached us and genuinely thanked
us for our presence and for protecting
them. I was actually moved to tears in
taking into account the difference between the people on Friday and those
on Saturday. The only thing thrown
our way on Saturday was “Thanks for
being here for us.” And. “Hey guys, we
really appreciate you!” Wow!

UCSF visit…
A very special thanks and a “tip of
the hat” to the fine, outstanding officers who joined me for our monthly
hospital visit to UCSF Children’s
Hospital for seriously ill children. The
POA began its eighth year of monthly
visits at the hospital and it couldn’t
have started with three finer officers.
Brian Kneuker of Southern Station
has become a regular fixture at these
hospital visits and has certainly been
quite a hit with the nurses, staff and
of course the kids. It is always great to
have Brian on board with us! Brian was
joined by two of San Francisco ’s Finest
representing “The Big Apple,” Central
Station. Officer Matt Elseth and Chris
Ritter volunteered to make the visit
with us and I know they were glad they
did. The four of us spent time with
youngsters in the schoolroom playing educational games and with those
poor unfortunate children who for
one reason or another were bedridden.
We like to include everyone we can in
these visits. Matt and Chris were very
welcomed additions and I trust we will
see them again on our visits.
Our visits are made on the second
Wednesday of the month and in February we will be making our visit on
the eighth. If you have ever considered
or never considered going along with
us for a hospital visit, please call me or
better yet, talk to an officer who has
made a hospital visit. It is absolutely a
great, worthwhile experience. “Try it,
you’ll love it!” You just might find out
that you got more out of the visit than
the child or children you visited with.
Faithfully yours…
Thanks to the San Francisco FortyNiners who gave us a thrilling season
and an incredible Division Playoff victory against the New Orleans Saints in
a nail-biting finish! Many of us were so
disappointed in the NFC Championship game as the locals were defeated
in overtime by the Giants of New York.
You gotta feel bad for the youngster
Kyle Williams and the very tough day
he had. After the game and in the ensuing days, Kyle handled the press and
the situation like a professional and
took full responsibility for his miscues.
I, like so many others wished for a different outcome but mistakes in a game
like that are just paramount. Now I
don’t believe for one second that “one
play makes a game” but I absolutely believe that one play can change the tide
of a game and influence its outcome.
We’ll have to wait for next season
and as we do, I wonder how many of
the ”faithful” will wonder why in the
world was Kyle even near that punt
as it rolled along the ground before
touching his knee and bouncing away
into the hands of one of the Giants
players. It’s one of the cardinal rules
of football — absolutely fundamental
— that you stay the hell away from a
ball like that! You get away from the
ball and let the defense down the ball
wherever it lands. Oh well…
Well, that’s it for another month.
Thanks for all your outstanding work
and tremendous efforts. It doesn’t go
unnoticed. God Bless and Be Safe!
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Chief Greg Suhr and Sergeant Steve Thoma Help Tutor Kids
Mission Educational Project Incorporated (MEPI) has for 37 years provided
a host of services to children, youth, and parents of the Mission District to
improve their quality of life through education and mentorship. The majority
of students enrolled in MEPI are low-income and many of their parents do not
speak English as their primary language. As a result, the parents are unable to
help their children with school assignments. MEPI is able to fill that gap by
providing free tutoring services. Over 50 kids a day are tutored at MEPI. Community role models such as SFPD members step-in to help. Chief Greg Suhr and
Sergeant Steve Thoma are among those who helped tutor students at MEPI.”

Divorce Mediation
Paula M. Lawhon
• Civilized divorce process without litigation
• Fair and enforceable agreements while
saving time and money
• Balanced premarital and post-marital
agreements
• Experienced with police pensions and
related benefits

415-398-3400
fax: 415 398-3446
www.lawhonlaw.com
www.sfmediation.com
email: paula@lawhonlaw.com
870 Market Street, Suite 1151
San Francisco, California 94102
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Helping Our Own
The following members of our law
enforcement family need our help:

By Greg Corrales
“We had to remind them that you don’t
mess with American Marines”
— Gunnery Sgt. Brian Blonder,
who led his Marines in a fierce battle
in Afghanistan in 2008, earning him
a Navy Cross.
Silvis, Ill., is a small town by the
Mississippi River, just outside the Quad
Cities area of Illinois and Iowa. With
a population of about 10,000, most
people know, or are acquainted with,
the Soliz family of Hero Street, reports
Laura Edwards in The American Legion Magazine.
Immigrant workers from Mexico
settled in Silvis in the early 1900s
to work for the Rock Island Railroad
Company. They were allowed to rent
boxcars on Second Street, which they
turned into living spaces for their
community.
Since the start of World War II,
more than 100 residents of Second
Street have volunteered to serve in the
U.S. military, a statistic thought to be
unmatched by any area of comparable
size in the United States, and one that
led to Second Street being renamed
Hero Street, USA, by the city of Silvis
in 1967.
The Soliz family played a big part in
building Hero Street. Margarito Soliz,
a Korean War Army veteran, says that
14 of his relatives have served their
country, and two of them are among
the eight from Hero Street who made
the ultimate sacrifice. Claro Soliz, Margarito’s uncle, was killed in the Battle
of the Bulge during World War II,
and Joe Gomez, a cousin, died during
the Korean War. “Eighty percent (of
residents) on the street were cousins
somehow,” Margarito says.
Veterans staged an “eat-in” at an
Iraqi restaurant in Lowell, Mass., to
show support for its immigrant owners after their place was vandalized.
Around 50 veterans of WWII, Korea,
Vietnam, Afghanistan, and Iraq ate at
the restaurant one evening recently
in solidarity with the Al-Zubaydi
family, who immigrated to the U.S.
in 2010. Vietnam vet Patrick Scanlon
coordinated the response to let the
family know they were welcome in
the community.
The Department of Veterans Affairs
will soon launch a new suicide prevention campaign that focuses on heading
off potential suicide before it reaches
the crisis point, and is asking the American Legion to help spread the word.
The “It’s Your Call” campaign revolves
around the formerly named National
Veterans Suicide Prevention Hotline
(800 273-8255, press 1). The new
name, the Veterans Crisis Line, establishes a unique identity and is
designed to get veterans and their
families to make a call for help long
before suicide is considered.
The rebranding is a national outreach effort to increase awareness and
use of the Veterans Crisis Line and
confidential online chat service; support and promote broader VA suicide
prevention efforts; and promote helpseeking behaviors among veterans at
risk of suicide and other mental-health

Malcolm A. Norris Trust Fund
problems. The American Legion has
been actively involved with VA’s
suicide prevention efforts, and now
Legionnaires will have the opportunity to spread the word about the new
campaign and the crisis line.
The Tough Guy of the Week Award
goes to former Marine George Hood
(not to be confused with the former
SFPD Officer with the same name)
after surviving his recent grueling
pain-a-thon to break the world record for longest plank. A plank is the
core-crunching, back-breaking test
of strength familiar to anyone who
has ever lingered on the top end of a
push-up.
With sweat pouring off his body,
Hood held his plank for one hour, 20
minutes, and 5.01 seconds. He beat the
previous official record by 30 minutes.
“The last five minutes was pretty brutal,” Hood told onlookers at his event
shortly after collapsing. “It was one
minute at a time trying to control the
spasms and shaking.”
Hood, a 54-year-old former Marine
Corps officer, Naval Criminal Investigative Service detective, Drug Enforcement Administration special agent,
and hired gun for a military contractor
in Afghanistan, is a personal trainer
in Illinois. He has broken four other
Guinness world records, all feats of endurance, including riding more than
220 hours on a stationary bike in 2010.
While serving with First Force Reconnaissance Company in Vietnam in
1968, I hounded the Company Gunnery Sergeant to allow me to attend
Scuba School. At that time, almost all
Force Recon Marines were parachutequalified and scuba-qualified. Although a jumper, I was not scuba-qualified. The Company Gunny’s response
was always the same, “When we start
communicating underwater, I’ll send
communicators to scuba school.” That
is why I read with special interest a
report in Marine Corps Times that,
“The Marine Corps has fielded a new
full-face mask to its most elite troops
that is safer, easier to maintain and
allows Marines to talk underwater.”
Until now, Marines had to communicate underwater through hand
signals and alternative means. Now,
they can talk with one another as if
they were on the surface. Called the
Combat Divers Full Facemask, it will
be used by reconnaissance and special
operations Marines for missions such
as beach mapping and surveillance,
and clandestine infiltration for “direct
action.”
Police-Fire Post 456 meets on the
second Tuesday of every month at the
Veterans War Memorial Building, 401
Van Ness Avenue, Room 212. Meetings
are at 1800 hours and refreshments
are served at the conclusion of business. Any veteran interested in joining
should contact me at gc1207@comcast.
net, or at the Airport Bureau, my new
assignment.

Officer Micah Norris (Bayview Station) and his fiancée Cindy
Cardoza tragically lost their two year old son Malcolm in a terrible
accident. A relief fund has been established at the SF Police Credit
Union, by the POA, to assist the family with their financial needs.
That fund is SF POA Community Service-Malcolm A. Norris Trust
Fund with the account #1352553.

Family of Vallejo Officer James Capoot
Officer Capoot was slain in the line of duty and leaves his wife
and three daughters. A trust has been established. Donations can
be made to:
Officer James Capoot Family Trust
c/o Sgt. Mark Nicol of the Vallejo POA
P.O. Box 4218
Vallejo, Ca 94590

Officer Todd Kettwig, CHP
All: Some have expressed the desire for a contact for the fundraiser
for CHP Officer Todd Kettwig who has incurable cancer and a
young family in need. Support can be sent to the following person/
address. — Rene LaPrevotte
Lt. John Arrabit
Gold Run CHP Office
50 Canyon Creek Road
Gold Run 95717-0008
530-389-2205 Rene’s

Amanda Amoroso
Amanda Amoroso, daughter of Officer Mike Amoroso of Co. E,
Northern Station, is battling cancer. Officer Mike Amoroso has
been accepted into the Catastrophic Illness Program FM. He is
in need of hours. Only vacation hours can be donated in 8-hour
increments on CIP-FM donation form, his number is 001705.
Please contact the Behavioral Science Unit at (415) 837-0875 or
the POA at (415) 861-5060 for donation forms.
Financial donations can be made directly to The Amanda Amoroso
Relief Fund at the SF Police Credit Union, Acct #1378496
— Kevin Martin

Frankie Shouldice
Frankie is the 12-year old son of Inspector Ronan Shouldice of CSI.
Frankie is battling leukemia. A “Friends of Frankie Shouldice”
account has been established at the SFPCU #1373520
— Marty Halloran

Madeline Cashion
Dear SFPOA —
I am five years old and I have cancer. It’s called embrynal
rhabdomyosarcoma. I had a surgery to take out a big owie from
my tummy. Now, I am taking medicine through my tubbies to
get the rest of the owie out of my tummy. The medicine is called
chemotherapy and it makes my hair fall out. I am in treatment
for 46 weeks to get rid of my cancer. I will kick the owie’s booty!
Thanks for caring!
— Madeline Claire Cashion
Mail checks to “Cashion Family Fund.”
Sgt. Sean Conley
1666 N. Main Street
Walnut Creek, CA. 94596
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Book Reviews

The Litigators

The Drop
By Michael Connelly
Reviewed by Dennis Bianchi
I have been a Michael Connelly fan
for years, and I particularly enjoy his
Los Angeles Detective Harry Bosch stories. The Bosch series had never failed
to keep me interested, with great plots,
clever dialogue and easy to despise
criminals. This story continues with
most of those qualities, but one gets
the feeling that the Bosch series must
come to a close - and will soon.
The title has two meanings. The
first would be Deferred Retirement Option Program, DROP, and the second a
death by falling from a high floor of a
hotel. The victim was the son of a former Los Angeles Police Deputy Chief,
Irvin Irving, a character in previous
Connelly novels who has always been
at serious odds with Detective Harry
Bosch. Mr. Irving is now a city councilman and his son had become a bit of
a city hall insider, peddling influence.
To make matters more complicated,
Detective Bosch had just picked up
a homicide case where the recently
identified new DNA indicates a specific
suspect. The problem is the suspect
would have been eight-years-old when
the murder was committed. Did the
Crime Lab err, possibly throwing
many other cases into doubt? Did the
original investigative team make the
mistake? Harry and his new partner,
Detective David Chu, definitely have
their hands full.
This time out Harry’s daughter is residing with him. This new facet seems
to bode not so much trouble for Harry,
but change. He needs to consider the
needs of someone at home while he
is on the job. He is realizing he has
different responsibilities and, his age
is creeping up on him. His daughter
is quite prescient, as she points out
a few ideas for Harry as he struggles

with the investigations. To top it all
off, Harry has a new love interest who
is a counselor for a sex-offender who
just happens to be the suspect that
was eight-years-old at the time of the
murder he is suspected of committing.
If you put together the above information one should be able to see how
difficult it was to believe that Harry
could solve it all in a few days, even in
the capable writing hands of Michael
Connelly. The two cases never meet in
any way. The homicide takes an unexpected turn or two but more believable
clues would have worked better. The
possible suicide, or is it murder?, investigation meets with conflicts from City
Hall, a common plot ingredient in Mr.
Connelly’s novels, and of course, Harry will have none of it. I got the feeling
Mr. Connelly had separate ideas that
should have had two separate books.
Is he is finally getting tired of the
Bosch series? He can still deliver great
dialogue and clever phrases. Harry’s
motto has always been, “Either they
all matter or none of them matter,”
Harry’s version that we are all equal
before the law. And whenever he gets
the sense that politics are somehow
involved he warns that “high jingo is
at work here.” For you die-hard Connelly fans who also happen to own an
electronic reader or tablet you can read
the first eleven chapters for free before
deciding to buy it.
Here’s a prediction for you: Harry’s
daughter will join the Los Angeles
Police Department, get promoted
and become the New Bosch series.
And I’m thinking that can’t hurt. Mr.
Connelly still has his Lincoln Lawyer,
Mickey Haller, who has already been
featured in a movie. But for now, Harry
will likely finish his DROP. He has a
teen-age daughter at home, college to
prepare for and groceries to buy.
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By John Grisham
Reviewed by Dennis Bianchi

It has been several years since I
picked up a John Grisham novel. I was
a huge fan when he published A Killing
Time, The Pelican Brief, The Firm and
other high-energy, clever and engaging court-room thrillers. After awhile,
however, I lost interest as his books
began to seem formulaic and stale.
Besides, there are so many excellent
other writers in this genre that I hardly
missed Mr. Grisham’s novels. I don’t
remember humor being his focus,
but this time out, he tries his hand at
garnering a few laughs. Sorry to say, it
didn’t entirely work.
The story revolves around two lowperforming, bottom-feeding lawyers,
Oscar Finley and Wally Figg, who own
what they refer to as a “boutique” law
firm. The idea of advertising as such is
to give potential clients the idea that
they are small, chic, sophisticated and
effective. They are none of these. They
have been together too long and without any serious income. They have
the good luck of having David Zinc,
a young Harvard Law School lawyer
arrive at their door after burning out
from his highly-paid position in a huge
law firm in Chicago. David has walked
out, unannounced to his employers,
and become incredibly drunk. Upon
sobering up, he realizes he can’t and
won’t go back to the 80-hour work
weeks and the insane pressure, but he
does need a job. The scene of David
getting drunk in Abner’s Bar was what
kept me reading. Mr. Grisham was
making me laugh. That was unusual,
I thought, so I read on. It never got
better than the opening.
The bulk of the book is taken up
with a pursuit of a law suit against
a large pharmaceutical corporation’s
drug, Krayoxx. Made for countering
cholesterol, it is thought to be harming heart valves instead. Wally Figg
becomes rejuvenated with dreams of
a huge settlement. Perhaps both his
life and that of his partner will finally

be rewarded in a manner becoming
the owners of a “boutique law firm.”
Or will it? His partner Oscar has his
doubts, but Oscar, a former Chicago
police officer and several years older
than Wally, with a shrew of a wife, has
lost his energy and confidence. Wally
has to drag Oscar into this fight, but
they lack the experience and money to
fight it alone. Young David has never
been in a courtroom since law school.
They are about to take on a Big Pharma
corporation that hires David’s old law
firm. Money is no object with either
Big Pharma or Big Law. It is clear that
Mr. Grisham believes that the tort system needs huge reforms and that greed
is what drives both sides of these court
arguments. It seems that he could have
been more helpful in recommending
how the system could be reformed.
Instead he has a second plot. David
finds a case on his own of a young
immigrant poisoned by lead paint on
a toy. The second plot is Mr. Grisham
demonstrating that not all lawyers are
greedy and unreasonable, that the law
can be noble if practiced with integrity. This plot is done without humor,
thankfully, as the pain and suffering
of a child should never be anything
but a source of concern and a desire
to repair.
It seemed the book had much more
potential than it succeeded in attaining. Or, perhaps, I had expected too
much from Mr. Grisham There is a
bit of romance, a bit of sex, booze and
testosterone poisoning; noble ideals
and despicable greed. I enjoyed the
humor, for the most part, but as the
story rolled on I began to see what
would happen and to also lose interest. I found the ending so trite that I
wondered if Mr. Grisham had, himself,
just become bored. I read recently that
the author’s next book will be about
baseball. Perhaps he recognizes that
he needs fresh material and as they
say when pitchers and catchers report
before the season begins; “It’s Spring.
Hope is in the air.”
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San Francisco’s 161st Saint Patrick’s Day Parade & Festival
This year’s theme – Irish San Francisco, Past, Present and Future
San Francisco, CA – The West
Coast’s largest Irish event celebrating
Irish history and culture, the 161st
Annual San Francisco St. Patrick’s Day
Parade, will take place on Saturday,
March 17th at 11:30am. The Parade
will start at the corner of Market and
Second Streets where over a hundred
colorful floats, Irish dance troupes and
marching bands will wind their way
to Civic Center Plaza for the Festival.
Building on the success of the last several years, the organizers of the Parade
are predicting it will be one of the best
Parades in memory.
The St. Patrick’s Day Parade & Festival will showcase San Francisco’s Irish
community, culture and character in
all its forms. In recent years the St.
Patrick’s Day Parade has regained its
status as one of the biggest parades
in our City. Featured groups from
throughout the Bay Area’s Irish community include schools, youth organizations, labor unions, cultural groups,
as well as the San Francisco Police and
Fire Departments. In addition, many
local political and business leaders will
proudly join in the Parade and march
up Market Street.
Over 4 million Californians are of
Irish heritage and the Bay Area is home
to about 1 million. “The Irish have
always been a great part of our wonderful City,” commented Diarmuid
Philpott, President of the United Irish
Societies, which presents the annual
Parade. “We were here right from the
start and we are rightly proud of our
many contributions to the fabric of life
in San Francisco. We are part of the
City’s DNA. The theme of this year’s
Parade pays tribute to those contributions, in all areas of civic life and
culture, right back to the time when
Jasper O’Farrell, a great Irishman, laid
out San Francisco’s unique street plan
in the 1860s.”
The United Irish Societies is pleased
to announce John O’Rourke, Business
Manager for the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 6, as
the Parade Grand Marshal. “John has
long been an important and upstanding member of our community and
has been steadfast in his commitment
to the betterment of conditions for his
members and for the cause of the labor
movement in general,” said Philpott.
Again this year, the Festival will be
held at Civic Center Plaza, in front of
City Hall. The Festival this year will be
an alcohol free event. The Festival is
full of flair, and offers all in attendance
the opportunity to truly experience
Irish culture. This year’s Festival features cultural and exhibitor booths,

a healthy selection of Irish food and
beverages, Irish dancing, live music,
both contemporary and traditional,
and a multitude of activities for children such as pony rides, inflatable
and mechanical rides and much more.
Exhibitors and Sponsors include: Zip
Car, Alice 97.3 Radio, Gourmet Faire,
Tante’s, Oliver’s Almonds, Kiss My
Licorice, The Irish Herald, The United
Irish Societies of San Francisco, Crossroads Irish-American Festival, and
more.
The San Francisco Saint Patrick’s
Day Parade is a great day out for everyone. It is a welcome time to celebrate
the City’s Irish heritage and the place
of the Irish in this nation’s history. So
mark your calendars for March 17 and
celebrate with us. The Parade starts at
11:30am on the corner of Market and
Second Street. For more information
check out www.sfstpatricksdayparade.
com
About the United Irish Societies of
San Francisco (UISF)
The United Irish Societies of San
Francisco, Inc., consists of various
member Irish Societies, which are
represented in this organization by
delegates.
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The purpose of the United Irish
Societies of San Francisco is to preserve and perpetuate the democratic
principles of the Irish people, and of
those for the freedom of Ireland and
of the United States of America; to
enlist the goodwill and cooperation of
our fellow citizens in support of such
democratic principles; and to coordinate the functions of member societies
through the maintenance of a master
calendar of events. This Organization
is exclusively for charitable, religious,
educational and athletic purposes, including, for such purposes, the making
of distributions to organizations that
qualify as exempt organizations under
Section 501 c (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Visit www.uissf.org.
About Steven Restivo Event
Services, LLC
The St. Patrick’s Day Festival is produced by Steven Restivo Event Services, LLC. for the United Irish Societies

of San Francisco. For further information or to participate in Festival please
contact SRES at 800-310-6563 or visit
www.SRESproductions.com
Steven Restivo Event Services, LLC
(SRES) has over Thirty years of experience producing many of the Bay Areas
largest and most successful events.
SRES, LLC produces the following festivals: San Francisco St. Patrick’s’ Day
Parade and Festival, The Union Street
Festival, Union Street Easter Parade &
Spring Celebration, Petaluma’s Butter
& Eggs Days Parade & Celebration,
The Fillmore Jazz Festival, The North
Beach Festival, San Rafael’s Food &
Wine Festival, San Francisco’s Polk
Street Blues Festival, Fiesta On the Hill
(Bernal Heights), San Rafael’s Parade of
Lights & Winter Wonderland, The San
Mateo County Fair and the Jazz Festival at the Park for The San Francisco
Giants. For more information visit:
www.sresproductions.com.
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Force Science News: Transmission #194

Hollywood vs. Reality: Officer-Involved Shootings
By Chuck Remsberg
Editor-in-Chief
Force Science News
Forwarded to the Journal
by Michael Nevin
New video combats public myths
about police shootings: View it
online or on DVD
In a unique production assisted by
the Force Science Institute, law enforcement authorities in an Oregon
county have created an online video
that explains to civilians the realities of officer-involved shootings and
counters prevalent myths fostered by
Hollywood fantasies.
In 17 minutes, the program ranges
from addressing why officers don’t
try to shoot knives out of the hands
of attackers to how cell phone and
dash-cam recordings can significantly
distort impressions of deadly force
encounters. In all, the production
tackles 7 persistent misconceptions
that often lead to unjust accusations
of wrongdoing regarding police use of
force and provides scientific insights
into the true dynamics of life-or-death
confrontations.
The video, called “Hollywood vs.
Reality: Officer-Involved Shootings,”
can be viewed online by going to the
following link: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v = -G1ApUEXcbo. (DVD
copies are also available. See below.)
Officials who posted it for public viewing are willing to share it with other
agencies as a valuable educational tool.
Backstory
Several years ago, after a series of
hotly protested police shootings in
Portland, the state’s major metropolitan area, the Oregon legislature mandated that each county devise a “more
standardized and transparent” system
for “managing” OISs. Included was a
directive that each county conduct
annual “community outreach and
education” on law enforcement’s use
of deadly force.
Lane County, whose seat is the city
of Eugene, was “among the first to
respond with a protocol,” according
to DA Alex Gardner. Among other
things, law enforcement agencies in
the county, plus the Oregon State Police, organized an Interagency Deadly
Force Investigative Team to probe each
OIS and forward evidence gathered to
the DA’s office for assessment.
To fulfill the public education
requirement, the county launched a
series of high-profile events, beginning
with daylong instruction and exercises
that involved exposing local reporters
and politicians to shoot/don’t shoot
scenario training.
“Running civilians through scenarios is expensive, and in this area
there’s considerable turnover among
news reporters, so the effective benefit
is not always lasting,” says Melinda
McLaughlin Kletzok, the PIO for Eugene PD and a reserve deputy for the
Lane County SO.
For 2011’s community education,
she told Force Science News, it was
decided to produce a video that “could
always be online” for public access —
“something that would counter the
kind of misinformation that seems to
commonly arise after any OIS.” This,
she says, would allow basic facts about
deadly force to be communicated even
when officials couldn’t comment publicly on the specifics of an ongoing

investigation.
Dr. Bill Lewinski, executive director of the Force Science Institute, was
in Eugene last January for a 2-day
Force Science training seminar and
agreed to appear on camera to deliver
pertinent findings emerging from FSI
research. At about the same time, Dr.
Alexis Artwohl, a Force Science board
advisor and certification course faculty
member known for her work in police
behavioral science, was participating
in a training program elsewhere in
the state. She joined in the video production also. Kletzok coordinated the
project, which was filmed and edited
by the professional production company Attic Media.
In the finished program, other
contributors — Eugene Ofcr. Joe Kidd,
Oregon State Police Sgt. Alan Gilbert,
and DA Gardner — offer their particular perspectives on OISs. But the
most extensive content comes from
Lewinski and Artwohl.
Hollywood Brainwashing
In the opening minutes, Artwohl
points out three ironies about the
public perception of OISs:
1. Civilians commonly expect “these
events to defy the laws of physics”;
2. Officers are expected “to defy the
limits of human performance”
by having “perfect memories and
perfect decision-making, when
research clearly shows” that to be
impossible;
3. “The judgment of police officers
is often based on myths, assumptions, and personal opinions that
may not necessarily be true.”
Gardner then suggests that these
critical misconceptions stem in large
part from brainwashing of the public
mind by Hollywood. Our “video culture” conveys “a tremendous amount
of misinformation” about police operations and behavior, he says. “The
extent to which the public relies on
what they see on TV and in the movies,” often without being fully aware
of it, “makes it very difficult for people
to evaluate whether an officer has behaved appropriately in a use-of-force
application.”
Myth-Busting
The bulk of the video, then focuses
on myths about OISs, phrased in the
form of naive but potentially inflammatory questions that Kletzok and
Gardner say frequently arise from the
media and community activists after
offenders are shot by police.
Here’s an abridged sampling. In
some cases, the online video includes
real-life dash-cam footage to help illustrate the problems discussed.
“Why didn’t the police talk the aggressor down?”
Most of the time, officers do talk
people down, using their communication and persuasion skills, Artwohl
points out. Research shows that “only
about 1% of all calls for service result
in any use of force, and only a very
small percentage of those result in use
of deadly force....
“Not all offenders can be talked out
of what they’re getting ready to do. At
that point, the only thing an officer
can do is use force to protect his life
and protect the public.”
Sometimes because of chemical,
emotional, or other issues, subjects
are “unable to listen to anything,”
Lewinski adds. “That means they are

in control of the situation. The officer
is the reactor and has to respond to
what the person is doing.
“It’s not the officer’s choice, usually, to avoid using verbal skills. It’s
the person being unable to listen or
attend or being unwilling to do what
the officer is saying....”
“It was just a knife and the officer
had a gun. Why didn’t the officer just
disarm the subject?”
“Some people think an individual
armed with a knife is not a dangerous
threat to an officer,” Lewinski says.
“From our research and the research
of others, we know that not to be true.
Knives can actually be more dangerous
than a gun....
Force Science studies show that
“a young person in reasonably good
shape can cover as much as 31 feet
in the time it takes an officer to draw
his gun, point, and fire 1 round. If a
person is 7 feet away, the officer could
even have his gun in the low-ready
position, and by the time he raises
the gun and fires even once, he could
be stabbed.
“A stab from a knife or a stab and
upward cut can be extremely quick.
Each cut or slash can occur at less than
one-quarter second, and any one could
be lethal for the officer....”
“Why not shoot the gun or knife
out of their hand? Why not shoot to
wound the subject? “
Lewinski recalls TV and movie
westerns in which the hero defeats
an attacker with this kind of precision
shooting. “It’s one of those Hollywood
myths,” he says. “It looks good on film
but doesn’t work in the real world.
Officers do not have the ability to fire
and hit that accurately in a dynamic
encounter.”
Even if officers aim for center mass,
they “tend not to be as accurate as
they might be on the range because
the dynamics by which people move
in a real-world encounter are such that
center mass is a constantly changing
target....”
To stop the threat, the goal of police
deadly force, “the best place an officer
can aim for is center mass,” Lewinski
explains. “Even then it’s not a guarantee,” but it’s more realistic than the
extraordinary challenge of intentionally hitting only an arm or a leg.
“Why were they shot in the back?”
In framing an answer to this nettlesome question, Lewinski describes a
shooting in which he served as an
expert witness. When the officer made
the decision to shoot, the threatening
suspect was facing him full-on. Yet
when the smoke cleared, the officer’s
rounds were found to have struck in
the suspect’s side and back, making it
appear that the officer had not been
in jeopardy when he fired.
“By the time I can say ‘1,000-and,’
the officer had fired 4 rounds,” discharging a bullet every quarter-second, “shooting to save his life,” Lewinski says. In that eye-blink, the suspect
had begun to turn away, a movement
the officer would not have had time
to detect and react to. Inevitably, the
subject’s side and back were exposed
in the process to the line of fire.
“Very true, shots did go into the
back,” Lewinski says. But in the time
span involved, “there was nothing the
officer could have done to stop from
shooting the subject in the back.”
In the video, Lewinski demonstrates
the twisting-and-turning movement
involved.

“Doesn’t a video of an event tell the
whole story?”
In a word, No. A video camera, Lewinski explains, records action “from
a particular perspective,” and that’s
“very limiting in its ability” to tell the
full story. “Look at the number of cameras necessary for referees to look at
during a football game” in attempting
to “accurately and completely” judge
an action under scrutiny, he says.
In a video recording, which “people
tend to think is an accurate reporter of
any particular incident,” some action
may be missing entirely, and what’s
shown can be significantly skewed.
Lewinski references a camera some
officers now wear that sits just in front
of an officer’s ear.
“This reportedly has the view of
the officer, but it does not. If you close
your left eye, for instance, you will see
what your right eye sees. Your right
eye sees a different field of view than
your left eye. Now imagine a camera
far behind your right eye. What does
that see? No camera records things as
an officer’s eyes and brain record it.”
OIS Procedures
After the myth-busting segments,
which also include reaction-time
realities and less-lethal devices, the
video concentrates on a walk-through
of investigative procedures, given by
Gardner and Gilbert. Among other
things, they explain how the deadly
force investigative team operates and
why investigations sometimes take
months to complete.
Gilbert expresses empathy “with
the public and media being frustrated
because a lot of information isn’t
released immediately. It’s frustrating
for the police, too. We want to get
the story out, especially when an officer has done something heroic. But
we need to wait so as not to taint the
investigation.”
Artwohl notes in conclusion, “Most
officers will tell you that by far the
most stressful part of the event is
what happens afterwards. We need to
refrain from a rush to judgment. The
least we can do is provide officers the
benefit of the doubt while the investigation is going on.”
Copies Available
Public feedback on the video has
been “very positive,” Gardner says,
“but where we’ll get the most is on
the heels of the next shooting.” Meanwhile, he and Kletzok encourage other
policing agencies to benefit from the
production, which Gardner describes
as “a lasting tool to help educate
people who are unfamiliar with law
enforcement use of deadly force and
how it is investigated. Officers deserve that community understanding.
They’ve earned it.”
Kletzok agrees. The video, with its
expert observations on the subtleties
of OISs, can be accessible “for years to
come, whenever questions come up
about shootings,” she says. “At times
when an agency might be unable to
comment directly on a lethal force
event, the video can speak for the
agency about controversial or misunderstood issues.”
If you’d like a copy in DVD format,
contact Gardner at: alex.gardner@
co.lane.or.us and reference Force Science News.
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New Drug K9 “Jackson” Starts Out With A Bang For His Buck at SF Airport!
On October 1, 2011, Ofc Steve Maes
(#4061), Ofc Kevin O’Malley (#4002),
and narcotics detection canine “Jackson” all who are assigned to the Drug
Enforcement Administration S. F.
Airport Drug Task Force developed a
case which turned into a significant
money seizure for the San Francisco
Police Department. Ofc O’Malley was
able to gain information from a confidential source of information who advised that an unknown female would
be arriving at Oakland International
Airport carrying a large sum of drug
money. Ofc. O’Malley and Ofc. Maes
conducted extensive old fashioned
Police work and were able to identify
a possible suspect.
At approx. 11:15 a.m., Ofc. Maes and
Ofc. O’Malley made contact with a female subject after she got off a plane in
Oakland, CA after it arrived from Baltimore, MD. Subsequently the female
suspect gave her consent to search and
the officers found a large amount of
U.S. currency in vacuum sealed baggies in her checked in suitcase. Ofc.
O’Malley had his drug detection K9
“Jackson” examine the suitcase and

he made a positive alert by biting and
scratching which was an indication
that the presence of the odor of narcotics was emanating from the money. It
appeared that the suitcase had a false
sided bottom which was probably
used to transport money and drugs.
The female stated that she did not
know the money was in her suitcase.
Based on the conflicting statements
and K9 “Jackson’s” positive alert the
money was seized as drug proceeds
pending Federal forfeiture proceedings. The total amount in cash seized
was $233,030.00. SFPD K9 “Jackson”
recently replaced deceased K9 “Elway”
at the San Francisco Airport and he
has been very successful finding well
over $1 million in drugs and suspected
drug proceeds. The San Francisco
Police Department will receive a significant portion of the seized money
which will be used specifically for law
enforcement purposes. This seizure
would not have been successful if not
for the extra investigative efforts of
Ofc. Maes and Ofc. O’Malley and the
nose of K9 “Jackson”.
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Hollywood vs. Reality: Officer-Involved Shootings
continued from page 12

Force Science to orient oversight
commission on force facts
After three decades with the Winnipeg Police Service, where he gained
first-hand experience with the challenges and controversies of police use
of force, Insp. Brian Cyncora changed
hats last summer to become the first
executive director of the new Police
Commission for the Canadian province of Manitoba.
Among his early actions at his new
post was booking a day of “training
and orientation” for the commission’s
9 members, conducted by Dr. Bill Lewinski, executive director of the Force
Science Institute. Lewinski will appear
before the group in mid-January, just
ahead of the weeklong certification
course in Force Science Analysis scheduled in Winnipeg.
The Manitoba Police Commission,
created under recent provincial Police
Services legislation, is intended to
provide advice on police standards, to

prepare special studies on enforcement
issues, and to recruit civilians to monitor investigations of police “incidents”
and complaints. Its members have a
mixture of law enforcement, social
service, business, legal, academic, and
activist backgrounds.
Cyncora says he arranged for Lewinski’s presentation because “After
spending 30 years as a police officer, I
truly understand how important it is
for decision-makers to hear about the
use of force from the Force Science
research perspective.”
Have a comment or question? We
welcome any and all feedback from
our readers! Contact us any time at
editor@forcescience.org.
Reprinted from Force Science News,
an e-newsletter provided free of charge
twice per month by the Force Science
Institute. To receive a complimentary subscription please visit www.
forcescience.org or e-mail your name
and contact information to: editor@
forcescience.org

0% OR 2.99 %
APR

for 6 Months*

for 12 Months*

APR

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
• No

annual fee
• No balance transfer fee
• Rewards Points
To get started, call 800.222.1391
or visit us at www.sfpcu.org.

800.222.1391
www.sfpcu.org

Hurry, offer ends April 30, 2012!

*APR = Annual Percentage Rate. Offer valid 2/1/12 – 4/30/12. The balance transfer rate of 0% APR is valid through your
October 2012 statement and will return to the standard balance transfer rate on your November 2012 statement. The
balance transfer rate of 2.99% APR is valid through your April 2013 statement and will return to the standard balance
transfer rate on your May 2013 statement. After the introductory period, the promotional rate will return to the standard
balance transfer rate (Rate based upon Prime Rate + a Margin of 6-12%). All new applications are subject to terms,
conditions and credit approval. You must be at least 18 years of age to apply, and show ability to repay future balances or
apply with a co-signer if you are under the age of 21. Rates, fees and terms are subject to change at any time, for current
rates contact us at 800.222.1391.
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Wilderness Program 2011
We have come to the end of another year of SFPD Wilderness Program
Adventures. Once again, our experience has been wonderful and all our
children, teachers, parents and officers had a great time.
The Wilderness Program has been an endeavor of breaking down barriers and building better relations between police officers, youth, teachers,
parents, and the community. In short, changing the negative stereotypes
about police officers
We do this through backpacking trips, day hikes, river rafting, kayaking,
and sailing. As part of the backpacking trips, the students write essays about
their experience. Of the many wonderful essays that we receive each year,
occasionally one stands out and exemplifies what this program is all about:
building and bettering youth relationships with police officers.
Here is the student’s essay, without edits:
Dear Police Officers
12/16/11
I learned that if I put my mind to it I can do anything I want through Jesus
Christ who strenghtens me. I learned that officers wear’nt that bad because
what you see on the news you would think that police men were mean harsh
people so my relashonship with police has changed a lot. I learned that police
men/women are helpful and strict people.
7th grade student Francisco Middle School.
I would like to thank Chief Greg Suhr, Commander Lyn Tomioka and
my fellow participating officers for supporting the Wilderness Program in
our mission to provide our children with these rich outdoor educational
opportunities.
I would also like to thank those officers and civilian personnel for their
generous donations to the program through “Combined Charities,” as well

San Francisco Police Department’s
Wilderness Program
Summary: 2011

Adventure

#Programs

#Youth

#Officers

3-Day Backpacking. (Point Reyes)

5

59

10

1-Day Hike

47

783

81

River Rafting Trips

3

27

12

Kayaking Trips

1

9

4

Over-night trips

3

78

3

Middle & High School Sails

10

110

12

Total

69

1066

122
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Angel Island Day Hike
By Walt Scott, SFPD Retired

as the POA for their continued support. All donations are welcome, needed
and greatly appreciated.
The Wilderness Program is administered by the San Francisco Police Department’s Community Relations Unit and is funded by grants and donations. All donations should go to:
SUPPORTERS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT’S
WILDERNESS PROGRAM.
Kyle Childress
220 Montgomery 15th floor, San Francisco, CA. 94104
Office
415-986-4059
E-mail
kyle@johnstonchildress.com
The Wilderness Program is now listed as a Combined Charities
organization under “Local Independent Charities.”
The code is L2306, and listed as
Supporters of the San Francisco Police Department’s
Wilderness Program.”
All donations are tax deductible.
For those that would like to participate in our adventures, please contact:
Officer Michael Rivera
Wilderness Program
Community Relations
3401 17th Street
San Francisco, Ca. 94110
Office
415-558-5509
E-mail
wildernesssf@earthlink.net

POA Journal

This trip was a big experience for me. I had never been backpacking or hiking. At first I was scared because I heard that
there was mountain lions. When I found out mountain lions are
scare of humans noise I was happy. The best part was meeting
new friends, cops, and see animals that I never seen such like,
seals, deer, banana slug, caterpillar, jellyfish, crabs and etc. Mike
was a good director he teach me a lot of stuff such as what each
animal is scare of, what animals eat what, how was Point Reyes
found, why is a national park. Mike also bough us In-N-Out
and the food that he made was delicious. He help me a lot with
the backpacks because he tied them hard and that kept it from
falling. He taught us how to set up the tent. Mike Rocks & Crus
also.
Celin, James Lick Middle School

In one day this adventure combines fantastic scenery, team building, physical
challenge, environmental and historical awareness, satisfaction with a job well done,
and a great time.
Anticipation begins as the San Francisco Police Department Wilderness Program
invites students, police officers, teachers, school staff, and parents to participate.
Next comes signing and turning in forms, packing the proper food and clothing,
wearing the proper shoes, showing up on time to the school or community center,
and finally arriving at Pier 39 in time for the Angel Island Ferry.
The police officers greet the group, give an overview of the day, purchase the ferry
tickets, and then make certain that all board the ferry for Angel Island. The saltwater
smells, the creak of boat against pier, and the hauling in of ropes by the crew instill
the feeling of adventure.
First all find their places — for most this is the top deck. Excitement mounts as
the boat turns and heads into San Francisco Bay. With the wind in our faces we see
to our left the Golden Gate Bridge, Marin Headlands, and Mount Tamalpais; straight
ahead are Alcatraz, Belvedere, and Angel Islands; to our right are the Berkeley-Oakland
hills, Treasure Island, and the Bay Bridge. We share this crossing with other intrepid
hikers and bicyclists from all over the world.
We cruise through Raccoon Straits to Ayala Cove, embark on Angel Island, and
discover others who have sailed, taken the Tiburon Ferry, and even paddled in sea
kayaks to arrive at this beautiful location. The officers gather all together and we
proceed to play team-building games that continue to bring us together and are fun
and challenging.
The officers give us a safety talk and we begin hiking. Surprise! Our first challenge
is 141 steps carved straight up the hill! After this ice breaker the remaining 750-foot
vertical climb to the top of Angel Island is filled with beautiful native vegetation
and breathtaking views. Our reward is a beautiful lunch site just below the summit.
We see various soaring birds, boats and ships on the Bay, urban and rural vistas,
and Mount Saint Helena and Mount Diablo in the distance. Our conversations are
lively and fun.
We become quiet as the officers begin to tell us the history of Angel Island. We
find out that Angel Island was once a mountain rising from a dry seabed, that it was
an important location to the Miwok Indians, that it was given Spanish names by the
first European explorers, that it was a United States Army outpost, that it was an immigration holding area for immigrants from Asia, that the top of the island had been
shaved off (recently restored) to become a Nike missile site, and many other interesting facts. The officers will later test us on this information with rewards (pieces of
hard candy) and punishments (push-ups) for volunteered right and wrong answers.
We hike down the eastern slope of the island to an old army post. We play more
team building games in the old ball field/parade grounds, walk to the abandoned
Army hospital which serves as a “haunted house” on night hikes during SFPD Wilderness Program 3-day backpack trips on Angel Island (it is also scary during the
day), and view the immigration area and learn more about it.
We begin our hike back to the cove to catch the last ferry to San Francisco, but
we stop above the 141 steps for our test. Many wrong answers lead to many sets of
5 push-ups which boys, girls, and adults good-naturedly complete; and many correct answers lead to the refreshing reward. Our hike down the 141 steps is easier
than the hike up, but we are now pleasantly exhausted from our vigorous day in
the fresh air on the island above San Francisco Bay. We settle in with our fellow
adventurers from around the world for our ride back to San Francisco. More hikers
are now relaxing contentedly below deck basking in a day well spent. The beautiful
San Francisco skyline beckons and brings a certain pride to those of us who have
lived and worked there.
We all arrive safely back to Pier 39, and the students and adult participants give
a hearty thank you to the San Francisco police officers and the San Francisco Police
Department who have made this adventure a reality. The officers head home after
a job well done!
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Dear SFPOA —
The kind generosity of our extended family has been a great help to us
during this difficult time.
My family and I would like to offer our most sincere thanks for the
gifts in memory of our beloved son,
Malcolm.
Thank you very much for your
loving support.
Sincerely yours,
Micah and Cindy Norris

came, to the dispatchers and officers
who couldn’t attend but observed a
moment of silence, to people who
bought T-shirts, everyone’s involvement was greatly appreciated. Each
person’s individual contribution
helped us continue to remember and
honor Bryan.
Thank you.
Judy Riggle
Taraval Station

Dear POA —
My sincere thanks to everyone
who participated in our 5th Memorial for Off. Bryan Tuvera at Taraval
Station on 12.22.11. From the volunteers, to the officers who worked
the tribute or helped cover our calls
for service in the district during the
ceremony, to the SFFD personnel, to
the Command staff, to the employee
group representatives, to the speakers including Police Chaplain Father
Healy, to family members of Bryan,
to members of the community who

To Capt. Joe Garrity & the
members of Tenderloin Station —
Just a note to thank you for the
beautiful floral arrangement you sent
for our mother’s funeral. The support you gave me and the sympathy
extended to our family was tremendous and will never be forgotten.
Once again Joe, you showed that you
know how to take care of your guys.
Take care and God bless.
Once a Rat, always a Rat!
Mike Flynn and Family

San Francisco Deputy Sheriffs’ Association
NLPOA San Francisco Metro Chapter

It’s Not a Religion
It’s a Crime!
(Conduct Not Content)

Understand This Enemy
Protect Your Community & Yourselves

If you only attend one class this year, let this be the ONE!
Learn current trends on:
Occult Shrines
Objects of Worship
Power Beliefs & Behaviors
Their Spiritual Criminal Style
Gang Symbols & Icons
Affiliations & Tattoos
Be-Heading Murder
Rapes
Drug & Human Trafficking
Border Violence, Murder
Kidnapping
Narco Terrorism

Who Should Attend:
Detectives / Investigators
Crime / Intelligence Analysts
Patrol Officers, Supervisors
Correction Officers
Federal Agents
Sheriff’s Deputies
County Attorneys, Prosecutors
Supervisors, Administrators
Parole & Probation Officers
Transit & Traffic Officers
All Who Protect and Serve

Class Information:

Thank you to Our Sponsors
Holiday Inn & Suites

Friday, March 9, 2012
This Class is Post Certified
Attendees Receive
College Credits

$30 for Members
$25 for Members

outside Bay Area

San Francisco 49ers
Scholarship Sponsor
C.A.S.E. Act
(Californians Against Sexual Exploitation)

California Against Slavery

$50 Non-Members
Contact Nelson Martinez (415) 786-0473 Nelmartini@yahoo.com

Dear POA —
Thank you for the beautiful floral
arrangement you sent for our mother’s funeral. Your kind gesture and
show of sympathy is greatly appreciated by our entire family. Take care
and be safe out there. May God bless
all of you.
Sincerely,
Mike Flynn & Family
Dear SFPOA —
Thank you so much for your generous contribution. I wish all of you
a safe and Happy New Year.
Much love,
Felix and Liza, and Family
POA —
Thank you for the gift and for
thinking of our family this holiday
season.
Frank Olcomendy
POA —
Thanks for keeping me in your
thoughts during Christmas season.
Have a nice holiday!
From,
Kristin Olcomendy
POA —
Thank you for the thoughtful gift
this holiday season. I really appreciate it. Merry Christmas!
Melissa Olcomendy
Dear POA —
I wanted to thank you for the
donation to Ingleside Station. The
donation helped to defray the mailing costs in sending the packages for
Officer Dowke’s son, Christopher’s
army combat troop in Afghanistan.
It was a big surprise to me that upon
the final “weigh in” at the Post Office, we had a little over 300 lbs. in
24 boxes.
In thanking all of you for your
help, I would also like to thank all
the officers at Ingleside Station and
Officer Mary Morantz from MIS
for their generosity of socks, drink
mixes, toiletries, games and sweets.
I want to especially thank Officer
Amanda Kabanuck and her PAL
cadets for giving up their Saturday
to come and pack the boxes and load
them in my van for shipping. Along
with the officers, the cadets wrote
some truly heartfelt Christmas cards.
Recently, our favorite police civilian,
Retiree Pauline MacKenzie (formerly
Traffic Company) recently gave me a
case of chocolate candy bars. Several
officers have also given me some holiday items to send. I will be shipping
some more boxes to our troops.
Thank you again. Hopefully all of
us together put a smile on someone’s
face while they are away from home.
Anna Lee
Ingleside Station
Dear SFPOA —
I would like to thank you and the
board for the association’s generous
donation of $6,000 to the Supporters
of San Francisco Police Department’s
Wilderness Program.
Your donation will help to underwrite a number of different programs
for our at-risk and low-income children.

Since 1981 the SFPD Wilderness Adventure Youth Program has
provided challenging and cooperative outdoor adventures such as
backpacking, day hikes, kayaking,
and river rafting for over 35,000 at
risk and low-income boys and girls
ages 9 through 18. These adventures
are designed to break down barriers
and foster better relations between
officers, youth, teachers, parents and
the community
Once again thanks for your continued support .
Michael Rivera
Wilderness Program
Dear SFPOA —
On behalf of the students and
staff of the San Francisco Unified
School District, please accept our sincere thanks for your cash donation
of $500 in November 2011.
The District’s mission is to provide
each student with an equal opportunity to succeed by promoting
intellectual growth, creativity, selfdiscipline, cultural and linguistic
sensitivity, democratic responsibility,
economic competence and physical and mental health so that each
student can achieve to his or her
maximum ability.
This donation will be used for
students at Glen Park Elementary
School attend a field trip to Washington DC. Your generous donation
will assist the District in completing
its mission of education.
Sincerely,
Carlos A. Garcia
Superintendent of Schools
Dear SFPOA —
On behalf of the Retired Employees of the City and County of San
Francisco, I would like to thank you
for your generous donation to support our recent holiday festivities.
As you know, our members are
getting on in years, and we all enjoy
our annual holiday meeting and
party as a way of seeing old friends
and colleagues as well as enjoying
the knowledge that we remain a
steadfast organization with the interests of all retirees at heart
The 195 members who attended
really enjoyed themselves. The turnout was great, and the room at the
UICC was full.
As the beneficiaries of your generosity, we want you to know that
all of our members will know that
the SFPOA has once again supported
our efforts to remain a strong organization into the future. We plan to
thank all of our donors in the February issue of our Bulletin now that
our list is complete.
Best wishes to you and to all of
our police officers for a happy and
healthy new year.
Sincerely,
Susan Blomberg
President
Dear SFPOA —
Thank you so much for your generous gift to Wounded Warrior Project. I cannot thank you enough for
your support of the truly deserving
thousands of men and women who
have been wounded in our current
military conflicts.
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Our work begins at the bedside
of our severely injured servicemen
and women as they undergo treatment and rehabilitation. It is hard to
anticipate or imagine what challenges these returning brave men and
women will have to face in 2012.
Only with your continuous support is WWP able to reach the thousands of wounded servicemen and
women and provide comfort items,
counseling, and rehabilitation to aid
in the transition from a hospital bed
to an independent and productive
life.
WWP is dedicated to assisting this
new generation of severely injured
heroes. These men and women who
have served with honor deserve our
support. Again, I cannot thank you
enough for your support.
Sincerely,
Steven Nardizzi
Executive Director
Wounded Warrior Project™
Dear SFPOA —
I am writing this letter for your
very kind donation to our annual
Cioppino Dinner. The dinner is one
of our major fundraisers that helps
fund our music and sports programs
as well as being a great community
builder for the school. Many families
that attend Sacred Heart Cathedral
benefit greatly from these programs
and they also happen to be part of
your community as well.
I thank you very much for always
being so generous in the past and I
look forward to your contribution
to our Cioppino Dinner this year.
You donation will be recognized the
evening of our event and advertised
to the entire school.
Sincerely,
Maria Brady
Cioppino Raffle Chair
Sacred Heart Cathedral Preparatory
Dear SFPOA —
Thank you so much for your
recent contribution to Project Open
Hand of $500. Because of committed friends like you, we have never
missed a meal delivery or turned
away someone in need for over 25
years. Ruth Brinker’s simple act of
kindness toward the critically ill has
multiplied into over 15 million meals
for tens of thousands of people.
Your generosity has enabled us to

maintain a high standard of caring
for those who need the healing powers of nutrition and meals prepared
with love. We could not have survived or thrive today without your
tireless compassion.
Thank you, once again, for catching our vision of meals with love.
Happy Holidays and New Year!
Bob Brenneman
Director of Development and Marketing
Project Open Hand

Dear SFPOA —
Thank you for supporting our
25th Annual Cable Car Caroling.
Whether you gave a donation,
purchased raffle tickets, or attended,
your contribution in support of
IOA services is greatly appreciated.
Those of you who were able to join
us, once again, enjoyed a wonderful
afternoon of celebration and good
friends.
Sincerely,
Patrick Arbore, Ed.D
Director, Center for Elderly Suicide
Prevention A program
of Institute on Aging

Dear SFPOA —
On behalf of the Ocean View,
Merced Heights, Ingleside-Neighbors
In Action I wish to thank you for
your generous donation and continued support of our annual OMI
Christmas Party.
We had approximately 350 adults
and children in attendance at our
party held on Saturday, December
17, 2011. Everyone was served ice
cream sundaes, cookies and punch.
In addition, over 250 neighborhood
children received a toy from Santa
Claus, which was delivered by the
TNT Reindeer Squad.
Your donation allowed us to make
this event possible.
Warm regards,
Mary C. Harris President
OMI Neighbors in Action

Dear POA —
Thank you to the members and
officers of the SFPOA for the gift to
my Backpack to Success Program.
The kids really appreciate it. Especially at this time of year, the struggling former foster youth that you

help us support need to know that
someone cares for them.
Peace and Friendship,
John Burton
Children Without Homes
Dear SFPOA —
We sincerely thank you for your
donation to this year’s tournament.
Thanks to your support, you have
helped us touch the lives of thousands of individuals and families
in the San Francisco Bay Area who
receive services from the two charities benefiting from the proceeds of
this year’s tournament: North Peninsula Food Pantry & Dining Center,
a charity that provides nutrition and
sustenance to those in need within
the community by supplying both,
shelf stable food and hot meals; and
La Casa de las Madres, a charity that
is a refuge, an advocate and a strong
voice against domestic violence,
which provides emergency shelter to
women & children escaping domestic violence.
With your participation and
generous contribution to the tournament, you have helped to improve
the lives of thousands of individuals
and families who greatly appreciate it. We could not have done this
without your help. From the bottom
of our hearts, thank you again!
Sincerely,
Bob Massola
Chairperson
SFO Charity Golf Tournament

strives to develop the academic skills
and habits of good character necessary for each graduate to pursue
higher education and succeed in the
work force. Two alumni of OMI graduated from the United States Military
Academy at West Point this May and
have begun service as second lieutenants in the United States Army. OMI
graduates currently pursue bachelors
degrees at UC Berkeley, Yale, UCLA,
USC, Stanford, and many other colleges and universities. Thanks to the
generosity of donors such as yourself, our academic classes, athletic
programs and leadership training are
of the highest caliber.
Thank you again for your gift.
Sincerely,
Mark P. Ryan,
Superintendent
Oakland Military Institute

Body by Vi
TM

CHALLENGE
VISALUS INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR

Bob Swall

rswall333@aol.com

Dear SFPOA —
Thank you for your donation
to the Oakland Military Institute
(OMI).
Oakland Military Institute (OMI)

trimandfitin90@aol.com
650-766-0563
650-873-4131
www.trimandfitin90.com

We Have Served Many SFPD/SFFD Members Since 1976
Search San Francisco, Marin and Sonoma County MLS listings at
www.VinceSheehan.com

Vince Sheehan, Broker
(SFPD Member 1981–90)

Al McCarthy, Realtor

(Retired/SFPD Member 1974–03)

Call (415) 246-1753

Call (415) 302-2500

Kathy Sullivan, Realtor
(Retired/MTA 1981-2010)

Call (707) 799-2493

TOWNE
FORD

Family owned since 1926
Purchase your next vehicle where the SFPD and SFFD buy.
Special Ford “X“ Plan prices for all Bay Area city & county employees.

SERVING SAN FRANCISCO SINCE 1981

Ask for the man with over 35 years personal experience in the
Bay Area auto business…the commercial truck and fleet manager

Frank J. Ginotti
1610 El Camino Real (north of Woodside Rd.)
650-562-2267
650-364-9060 fax
fginotti@aol.com

Redwood City, CA 94063
415-786-1701 cell
www.towneford.com

Visit Us at:

www.metroelectric.com
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Officer Sings from the Heart; Plans First CD Release
By Phyllis Ford
Airport Bureau
I was somewhat surprised, almost
a year ago, when Officer “Rosy” Maguina asked me if I would like to hear
a song she had written and recorded.
I was very impressed. Over this past
year, with encouragement from her
husband, Noe, and close friends, Rosy
started recording several songs she had
written. She is now planning to celebrate the release of her first CD, “Every
Time I See You,” on February 25.
In a recent interview, she stated that
her music could be loosely described
as “light rock.” “My music is honest
and passionate. I write with my heart
about experiences in my life that have
touched me.” Rosy writes and sings all
of her songs and accompanies herself
on guitar.
Music has always been a part of
Rosy’s life. She said she was greatly inspired by her mother, who sang for the
church chorus, and her grandparents,
whose birthdays were celebrated “like
there was no tomorrow. Live music
was always part of the celebration.”
She received her first guitar from her

mother when she was
would like to do a CD
seven years old and
in Spanish.” Rosy has
taught herself. She also
also started recording
plays the drums, consongs for a second CD.
gas, tambourine and
Up until now, Rosy
the Peruvian “cajon.”
has only performed
In one of her songs,
for her closest friends.
titled “Reality,” she
On February 25, from
introduces Peruvian
6:30 to 10 p.m., she
musical instruments
will be hosting her
— the quena (Perufirst CD release party,
vian flute), the bombo
which will be held
Photo by B J Martin
(large drum), the chaat the San Francisco
rango (small guitar),
Scottish Rite Masonic
and the “donkey’s jaw” which pro- Center, 2850 19th Avenue. At her
duces a rattling sound made by teeth. release party she will perform with a
“Many musicians inspired me, especially the Spanish-speaking musicians,
including “Mocedades,” “Tormenta,”
“Nino Bravo,” and many great singers
that sing from their hearts. I grew up
listening to songs that said something,
that told a story in a very romantic
way. That’s why my songs are very
romantic and mellow, very easy to
listen to. I also enjoy listening to
light rock, the Eagles being one of my
favorites, as well as Barbra Streisand
and the Doobie Brothers.” When asked
about her future plans, Rosy replied, “I

595 Buckingham Way, Suite 305 • San Francisco, California 94132
Office Hours By Appointment • Telephone: 415.681.1011
Wife of Sgt. John Hallisy — Narcotics Bureau

Injured On Duty
By A Negligent Motorist Or DUI Driver?
“It’s Not Just A Workers Comp Case!”
Former Prosecutor Todd P. Emanuel Can Help!
Myth #1:

My only remedy is filing a worker’s compensation claim.

Myth #2: I can’t bring a claim against the negligent driver.
Myth #3: I can’t file a claim with my own auto insurance company.
Fact: If you’ve been injured on the job by a third party such as

a negligent motorist or drunk driver, YOU CAN (and should!)
recover substantial personal injury damages (tax free) in addition
to worker compensation benefits.
DO NOT leave money on the table by limiting your remedy to
workers compensation! I have helped police officers throughout
the counties of San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara.

Call for a FREE consultation!
Police Officer references
available on request.

TETodd P. Emanuel
ATTORNEY AT LAW

LAW OFFICES OF TODD P. EMANUEL
Tel. 800.308.0870 or 415.399.1112 • www.teinjurylaw.com
505 Montgomery Street, 11th floor, San Francisco, CA 94111

Campaign 2012:
Investing in
America's Future
— Our Youth

San Francisco Law Enforcement
Donates to The Hunters Point Family

Julia A. Hallisy, d.d.s.
Accepting Most Dental Plans

band and also debut her first video,
“Reality.” Everyone is invited. There
will be no cover charge, but monetary
donations to the San Francisco SPCA
will be appreciated.
Rosy was born in Chimbote, Peru,
and came to the United States when
she was 19. Rosy has been a San Francisco Police officer for 20 years (Class
of 171), working at Mission, Northern,
and Taraval stations. She is currently
assigned to patrol at the San Francisco International Airport. She can
be reached through her website: www.
RosyMaguina.com.

Edwin K. Stephens,
President, Hunters Point
Family addresses the
San Francisco Police
Officers Board of
Directors meeting on December 14, 2011.
The SFPOA donated
$2,500 to the HPF 2011
Children's Christmas
Party Fundraiser.

Dear Hunters Point Family,
Friends, Police and Law Enforcement Supporters,
The Hunters Point Family (HPF), is in a unique position to reach a
greatly under-served population in San Francisco. HPF is a 501(c)(3)
grass-roots, community development agency that provides holistic
educational, social, and enrichment programs to youth and their
families living in San Francisco's Bayview Hunters Point community.
THE MISSION: Our mission at The Hunters Point Family is to prepare youth to become independent, strong and productive adults
through comprehensive support services that empower them to
develop their full potential.
THE VISION: The Hunters Point Family's vision is to strengthen
and empower our youth so that they may become wise, compassionate, and powerful leaders who will help transform Bayview
Hunters Point into a thriving and healthy community.
A $50.00 contribution helps one young person participate in our
programs throughout the year. Your contribution is tax-deductible
under IRS guidelines. Thank you in advance for your generosity!
Sincerely,
Edwin K. Stephens
President, Girls 2000/HPF

www.HuntersPointFamily.org

Girls 2000/HPF 501 (c)(3) Tax ID #94-3361252

Please Tear Off and Send Your Tax Deductible Contribution Today.
I would like my donation to the Hunters Point Family to be in the amount of:
❑ $1000

❑ $500

❑ $100

❑ $50

❑ $25

❑ Other $ _______

Enclosed, please find a check in the amount of: $ ____________
payable to Girls 2000/HPF
In honor of: __________________________________________
In memory of: ________________________________________
❑ Check here if you do not want your name to appear in print
❑ Girls 2000/HPF Supporter
1800 Oakdale Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: (415) 822-8894 • Fax: (415) 671-3910
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New Year 2012: Americans Express Cautious
Optimism in Our Nation’s Economic Recovery
By Edwin K. Stephens,
The Stephens Group
It is a good thing to learn caution by
the misfortunes of other. — Syrus
An optimist sees an opportunity in
every calamity; a pessimist sees a calamity in every opportunity. — Anonymous
Is the United States economy showing signs of recovery for the 23.7 million Americans that are either out of
work or underemployed?
Answer: Yes. There is cautious
optimism in the recent better-thanexpected U.S. data that has highlighted a contrast between the recovery in the world’s biggest economy
and Europe, where the economy is
widely believed to be contracting.
Encouraging U.S. Economic Data
In January 2009, the Labor Department noted that unemployment was
7.8 percent when President Barack
Obama took office.
The state of the United States
economy during the current year will
play a critical role in President Barack
Obama’s re-election. President Obama
has governed during the worst economic slump since the Great Depression, with unemployment averaging
9.3, 9.6, and 9 percent during his first,
second and third years in office. In
October 2009, unemployment was 10
percent, although in December 2011,
it had eased to 8.5 percent. An improving trajectory in unemployment came
just in time to assist President Ronald
Reagan’s re-election in 1984; however,
the question for President Obama is
whether the recent gains will continue, and will those gains be robust.
On 1/07/12, Ms. Lucia Mutikani, a
business writer for Reuters noted the
United States employment growth accelerated in December, 2011. And, the
jobless rate dropped to a near threeyear low of 8.5 percent, the strongest
evidence yet that the economic recovery is gaining steam.
Ms. Diane Swonk, chief economist
at Mesirow Financial in Chicago said,
“The labor market is healing; but we
still have a long way to go to recoup
the losses we have endured. We may
be close to a tipping point where gains
can become more self-feeding.” The
Labor Department noted that the unseasonably mild weather in December
helped fuel a hefty gain in construction employment. And, courier jobs
also rose sharply, a move the Labor
Department pinned on strong online
shopping for the holiday season.

Private Sector Creating Jobs
Ms. Lucia Mutikani of Reuters stated
that for all of 2011, the private sector
added 1.9 million jobs, while government employment fell 280,000. A
measure of the share of industries that
showed job gains during the month
rebounded to a five-month high in
December after diving in November.
Construction payrolls increased
17,000 after falling 12,000 in November as mild weather had boosted
ground breaking for new homes.
Transportation and warehousing employment jumped 52,000. However,
the bulk of the rise came from the
messenger industry, which added
42,000 jobs, reflecting an increase in
deliveries of online purchases made
during the holiday season.
Manufacturing jobs rose 23,000,
the largest increase since July. Factory
employment rose 225,000 last year,
sustaining gains for the first time
since 1997.
On 12/29/11, Mr. Christopher S.
Rugaber, Associated Press Economics
Writer noted that the long-suffering
job market was ending 2011 better off
than it began. Mr. Rugaber said that
factory output was rising, and business
owners say they are more optimistic
about hiring and consumer confidence
had jumped to its highest level since
April. And, even the beleaguered housing market was looking slightly better.
The good news is that most analysts
now say another recession is unlikely.
Mr. Michael Gapen, an economist at
Barclays Capital stated, “The recovery
in the labor market is maintaining momentum.” Analysts say the economy
likely grew at an annual rate of 3 percent or more in the final three months
of 2011. That would top the 1.8 percent

growth rate in July-September quarter,
and the 0.09 percent growth rate in the
first half of the year.
Economist Gapen noted employers
added an average of 143,000 net jobs
a month from September through November. Mr. Gapen said that is almost
double the pace for the previous three
months.
Michael Gapen said 2012 is expected to be even better for hiring.
The Associated Press surveyed 36
economists in December 2011 who
said they expect the economy to
generate an average of about 175,000
jobs per month in 2012. That is almost
double the pace for the previous three
months, but not as high as job growth
in the first quarter of the year. More
small businesses plan to hire than at
any time in three years, a trade group
said in December 2011. And, a separate
private-sector survey found more companies are planning to add workers in
the first quarter of 2012 than at any
time since 2008.
United States
Auto Industry Improves
In 2009, Detroit automakers were in
peril. Car sales plunged as unemployment soared, and loans became harder
to get. Chrysler and General Motors
filed for bankruptcy protection.
Ford avoided bankruptcy only by
borrowing billions. After hitting a
30-year low in 2009, U.S. auto sales
are poised for a second straight year
of growth — the result of easier credit,
low interest rates and pent-up demand
for cars and trucks created by the Great
Recession.
Mr. Tom Krisher, Associated Press
Auto Writer noted the sales forecast
bodes well for the industry’s continued
recovery and for the broader American
economy. Mr. Krisher said now credit
is more available, interest rates are low
and Americans need to replace old cars
and trucks they kept during and after
the downturn. Also, millions of drivers
in their teens and 20s are expected to
buy vehicles. This potential increase
could mean more jobs, more factory
shifts and overall growth.
In 2011, when automakers report
U.S. sales of new cars and trucks are final it is expected to reach 12.7 million,
up from 11.5 million in 2010 and 10.4
million in 2009, the worst year since
1982. In 2012, automobile sales could
climb as high as 13.8 million, close
to what experts consider a healthy

market — around 14 million cars sold.
Mr. Jeff Schuster, senior vice president of forecasting for LMC Automotive, an automotive consulting
company in Troy, Michigan said that
the momentum in auto sales is likely
to continue because people need to
replace aging cars. The average American car is now 11 years old. During
the summer, the auto industry was
adding jobs at a faster pace than airplane manufacturers, shipbuilders,
health care providers and the federal
government. The automotive industry
kept adding jobs even when the national unemployment rate rose above
9 percent.
United States auto sales peaked at
17 million in 2005, when Detroit’s automakers were much bigger and overproduced cars that they were forced
to discount heavily. Sales could eventually reach that level again around
2018, Mr. Schuster said because of 70
million so-called millennials born
between 1981 and 2000 who need to
set up households and buy cars.
Americans Cautious Optimism
On 1/01/12, Ms. Damla Ergun of
ABC News noted that three-quarters
of adults in the latest ABC News/
Washington Post poll held a favorable
view of what the new year had in store
for them. Over 55 percent of those
polled had an optimistic view of the
country’s year ahead in 2012. In terms
of personal outlooks, better-off Americans held the most favorable views of
their own prospects in 2012 — 86 percent positive. But it is a respectable 72
percent among people with household
incomes less than $50,000 a year, and
even 61 percent among the least welloff, those with household incomes less
than $15,000 a year.
It is apparent that the Great Recession of 2007 and its official ending in
2010 had a lasting effect on the psyche
of the American public. But Americans
are a resilient group of people. And,
in 2012 that resilience is expressed in
the cautious optimism that Americans
have in their personal character and
in the growth of the United States
economy.
For more sound investment advice,
visit Edwin Stephens’ web site at www.
policeone.com/columnists/Edwin-Stephens/. Securities transactions through
McClurg Captial Corporation. Member FINRA and SIPC.
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‘Anonymous’ Hacks
Police Union’s Web Page
FRESNO, CA — One of California’s
biggest law enforcement groups got
hit by a high profile hack, and several
Valley victims are among those left
exposed.
The group Anonymous is taking
credit for the hack attack on the
California Statewide Law Enforcement
Association. Anonymous is known as
a group of Internet vigilantes — fighting white supremacists, internet porn
peddlers, and especially anyone they
perceive as infringing on freedom of
speech.
Victims of the group’s latest attack
say they’re shocked to find out how
they became targets.
Online shopping has never appealed to Keri Watkins.
The Fresno resident avoids Internet
purchases to keep her private information private.
But when she wanted to buy her
husband some clothing from his police
union, she had to order online, on the
website for the California Statewide
Law Enforcement Association.
“That was the last place I thought
my credit card information, my house
information, would be taken,” she
said.
The union’s website and 18 others
it hosted are all nothing but blank
pages now.
The hacker group Anonymous
infiltrated the sites over the last two
months and on New Year’s Day, it released its results for all the world to see.
In the middle of this jumble of more

than 2500 names, addresses, and passwords is Watkins’ credit card information. “The fact that it’s on the web and
then everybody sees my information
and everybody has that, that’s tough,”
she said. “I don’t like that at all. That
scares me.”
Anonymous posted an explanation
for its hack, saying “California police
have a notorious history of brutality
and therefore have been on our hit list
for a good minute now.”
The statewide union’s president
called the hackers a group of “criminal
terrorists.”
Union reps for Fresno sheriff’s
deputies and Fresno police say they’ve
double checked their web security.
Neither of them allows online purchases, so they believe they’re not as
vulnerable.
Watkins says she was lucky because
all her personal information is now
out of date, including that credit card
number. But she’s still concerned
about the violation of her privacy.
“I don’t like people knowing where
I live, where my family lives, because
we all known that could lead to greater
problems,” she said.
Watkins and her husband have now
gotten their bank to run extra checks
on any credit card usage.
They’ve prevented any identity
theft, but it also ruined a birthday surprise when the bank called Keri about
some purchases her husband made.
At least five other Valley residents
were victimized by the hack.
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Both Sides Claim Victory in
Ongoing Stockton Police Saga
STOCKTON, CA — A judge on
Thursday issued a string of rulings in
Stockton’s fight with its police union
over the city breaking their contract
amid financial crisis.
Attorneys on both sides interpreted
the preliminary rulings as outright
victories in the ongoing case.
San Joaquin County Superior Court
Judge Lesley Holland found grounds for
the city to proceed with its claim that
the police union bought the house next
door to City Manager Bob Deis solely
to harass and intimidate him.
Sa n Fra nc isco at tor ney Jon
Holtzman, who represents the city,
said that shows the Stockton Police
Officers’ Association violated fair labor
practices, a central issue in the case.
“That’s pretty serious,” Holtzman
said. “I consider this not just a victory,
but a major victory.”
His opponent, Sacramento attorney
David P. Mastagni, said the union won
the day because the judge ruled police
never had to come back to the bargaining table to renegotiate a new contract.
That proves Stockton didn’t have a
right to break their contract with the
police union in the first place, he said.
Mastagni said the city wasted its
money on high-priced lawyers.
“Stockton has spent $2 million
throwing confetti in the air,” he said.
“For once, the little guy totally won.”
Attorneys met in Holland’s courtroom last month for the first major
hearing in the case. The stakes in this
bitter dispute are high.
This came before a judge because
the city over the last two years declared a fiscal emergency, which city
officials said allowed them to impose
pay cuts to its labor groups.
If police ultimately prevail in court,
the city says it will have to pay up to
$10 million in back wages. While the
case is far from over, a blow of this
magnitude threatens to send the city
into bankruptcy.
Union officials have said that’s not

their goal. Rather, a win would give
them a bargaining chip when they
negotiate their next contract.
Holland also ruled that Stockton’s
attorneys didn’t spell out in court
papers the specific authority the city
invoked to nullify its contracts with
police. The city’s attorneys now have
two weeks to rewrite its case.
The revision, Holtzman said, involves simply adding a few sentences
to their written arguments, explaining
the city’s inherent right to break a contract under emergency circumstances.
“He wants a technical change in
wording, which is fine,” Holtzman
said. “We have to go and specify.”
While the police union didn’t break
any laws by purchasing the home next
to Deis, Holland concluded, he made
disparaging comparisons against the
police actions, implicating their badfaith bargaining.
The judge compared the union to
a stalker who shows up while the victim shops or a biker gang that drives
en masse, “banners waving,” past the
prosecutors’ homes on their way to
court where a club member is on trial.
Based on his ruling, a judge or jury
at trial will ultimately decide if the
home deal amounts to an intimidation tactic.
The judge dismissed a motion filed
by the police union seeking to punish
the city for their counter suit, which
would burden them with legal fees
and chill the officers’ desire to defend
themselves.
The judge did not rule on the alleged role David French, a long retired
Stockton police officer, played in leading the union to buy the home next to
Deis. Holland assigned a court referee
to help both sides settle that dispute.
The judge’s rulings Thursday address the city’s counter suit. It doesn’t
yet address the union’s underlying
lawsuit. Holland set the case for its
next hearing on May 3.
From The Stockton Record.

Camden, New Jersey Proposes
to Replace Police Force
CAMDEN, NJ — Police, union
leaders and city activists are reacting
strongly to a controversial proposal
from the city of Camden.
The city council voted six to one in
support of an idea to eliminate Camden’s police department and replace it
with a countywide patrol force.
Camden is currently ranked the second most dangerous city in America.
Financial trouble forced the city to fire
nearly half of its police force earlier
this year.
Supporters of the new proposal say
it would double the size of the existing
department by hiring officers at lower
salaries, according to the Inquirer. But
the Fraternal Order of Police believes
the plan should be put up for a vote
by the people of Camden.
“It’s an all-out assault on police
unions,” said Ed Brannigan, the president of the New Jersey FOP. “It’s union
busting, plain and simple.”
“This is something that should not
be left to a group of people in a room,”
said FOP member John Williamson.
“This is something that should be
done through referendum. We should
let the voters, the people who put the
elected officials in office, make a deci-

sion on why or whether they want a
county police force or their own police
force.”
Union members along with city
activists are circulating a petition
that could allow the voters to make
that very decision, according to the
Inquirer.
The FOP claims that city cops are
more familiar with the problems Camden faces and that more officers in the
police department would be a better
solution than a complete replacement.
“Our stance is that the money that
will be spent on a county police force
should be reinvested into the infrastructure of the current police department,” said Williamson.
There is no timetable as to when
the city could ask the county to take
over policing Camden. The FOP says
it would like to have the proposal on
the ballot for the city’s primary which
is coming up in a few months. The
Inquirer reports the union plans on
collecting 5,000 signatures over the
next 30 days to ensure the petition
holds up to verification by the city
clerk’s office.
From NBCPhiladelphia.com.
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Retirees File Class Actions Against NY State for
Reduction in Health Care Benefits
ALBANY, NY — Retired state employees and their unions filed seven
class actions against Gov. Andrew
Cuomo and the state, for cutting
their health insurance benefits while
increasing the share of premiums retirees must pay.
Cuomo on Oct. 1, 2011 decided to
increase retirees’ health-care contributions by 2 percent – raising them to
roughly 12 percent from 10 percent for
individual coverage (depending on the
employee’s grade) and to 27 percent
from 25 percent for family coverage.
The New York State Public Employees Federation filed the complaint
that will be cited in this report. Other
plaintiff classes include members of the
Civil Service Employees Association,
the State Correctional Officers and Police Benevolent Association, the State
Troopers Police Benevolent Association,
the State Police Investigators Association, the New York State Law Enforcement Officers Union Council 82 and
the United University Professions.
Together, they say they represent
more than 100,000 of the state’s more
than 250,000 public workers.
They claim that the increases are

unconstitutional because the state has
no right to unilaterally “impair the
obligation of contract of retired state
employees.”
The lawsuits, filed just before New
Year’s, capped a busy – and according
to pundits, largely successful 2011 for
Cuomo, who in his first year in office
got a state budget passed on time – a
rarity – negotiated new tax brackets
with the notoriously intransigent Legislature, and negotiated new contracts
with some of the same unions that
now have squared off against him in
court.
Little surprise then that he immodestly declared, “I am the government”
in November. Little surprise that some
now are bristling in the face of such
wide-reaching change.
The state budget passed last spring
forced the Public Employees Federation and the Civil Service Employees
Association to concede nearly $500
million in wages and benefits to prevent a catastrophic round of layoffs
that could have idled nearly 9,800 of
their members.
The October insurance rate change
for retirees was not part of the result-

ing collective bargaining agreements,
and could not be, under state law, the
union says.
In its lawsuit, the Public Employees
Federation says the class consists of
all living retired state employees who
retired with 10 or more years of service
between Jan. 1, 1983 and Oct. 1, 2011,
and the spouses and dependents of
those that have since died.
According to the union, retirement
health insurance is deferred compensation for services rendered by the
retirees during their working years.
The union says that when an employee
retires under such an agreement, the
agreement continues to dictate retirement health insurance rights even
after the expiration of that agreement.
“Without vesting, the plaintiffs who
retired during the course of a collective bargaining agreement would lose
their ability to protect any retirement
health insurance benefits conferred
in that agreement after receiving the
benefit,” according to the complaint.
“Therefore, the respective collective
bargaining agreements under which
the plaintiffs retired, constitute the
retired plaintiff’s only opportunity to

ensure the promised retirement health
insurance benefits.
“The plaintiffs … reasonably expected and still reasonably expect,
that their retirement health insurance
benefits will continue, because they
were powerless to negotiate for the
continuation of their benefits after
they retired.
“Likewise, once negotiated, the
retired PEF-plaintiffs never bargained
for or agreed to any reduction of their
fixed and vested retirement health
insurance benefits.”
The union seeks declaratory and
injunctive relief on claims of breach of
contract and violations of the U.S. and
New York State Constitutions.
Cuomo spokesman Josh Vlasto said
in a statement that the unions are way
off the mark.
“The law clearly allows the administration to apply the terms of a new
contract to retirees and it has been
well-known standard practice to do
so,” Vlasto said.
The Public Employees Federation
is represented by William P. Seamon
of Albany.
From Courthouse News Service.

International Association of Women Police
Member Application,
Renewal and Payment
Form for an Active,
Associate, Life,
or Sustaining Membership

Are you willing to allow your email
to be provided to other law enforcement entities________Yes_______ No
Preferred Mailing
Address for Magazine and Dues Notices_________ Home_________ Work

(Check or Money Order)

Membership Fee Schedule, Check Appropriate Type
Categories
Eligible

Print and complete; mail with payment to the IAWP
Treasurer at the address on the bottom of this form.

Disclosure —

Verification of employment and/or position may be
undertaken prior to being accepted for membership.

Member Category (See website at http://www.iawp.org/joiniawp.htm)
1._____ Active Law Enforcement Member

2._____ Life Member

3._____ Associate Member

4._____ Sustaining Member

Employment Status: ______ Currently Employed______ Retired
I am applying for _ ___ New membership ____ Renewal membership
Surname/Last Name, First, Middle
_____________________________________________________________
Rank / Title / Position
_____________________________________________________________
Agency Name_________________________________________________

Type / Period of Membership

Dues/Fee
Amount

1, 3, 4

1 Year Membership

$40

1, 3, 4

2 Year Membership

$70

1, 3, 4

1 Year Membership
Developing Country*

$25

1, 3, 4

2 Year Membership
Developing Country*

$40

1

Life Member

$500

Check Here

*Developing Country List on file at http://www.iawp.org/joiniawp.htm.

Payment Information: All amounts must be tendered in U.S. Funds Amount
Money Order or Check #_ ________________________

Print, Complete and Mail Form
with Payment to:
IAWP Treasurer Kim Covert
P.O. Box 11038,
Denver, CO 80211-0038 USA

OR, register and pay online at
www.iawp.org
OR, contact the treasurer
for direct money transfer ;
instructions at
kimcovert95029@msn.com

Agency Address________________________________________________
Home Address_________________________________________________
Home Phone_ ______________Agency Phone_______________________
Fax Number________________Email Address_ ______________________

For IAWP Use Only below
Renewal Date:______________Membership No_______________
October 14, 2010
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Head of Jail Union Suspended
for Writing Satiric Interview
WEST BOYLSTON, MA — The
president of the correction officers
union at the Worcester County Jail
and House of Correction is being suspended for 30 work days, ending what
had publicly been a honeymoon with
the sheriff who took office in January.
Warren H. Lohnes, New England
Police Benevolent Association Local
550 president, is suspended beginning
Sunday after he posted a satiric “fictitious interview” Nov. 14 aimed at Rebecca J. Pellegrino, the jail’s director of
administration and finance, and other
administrators. The union president
was notified yesterday of the decision
by Superintendent Shawn P. Jenkins,
who presided over the third of three
hearings on Officer Lohnes’ actions.
Officer Lohnes said the union will
appeal the suspension to an arbitrator.
Mr. Jenkins said in a Dec. 16 letter
to Officer Lohnes the discipline is because the posting on three union bulletin boards at the jail was done only
“to attempt to publicly humiliate” Ms.
Pellegrino. The superintendent said
Officer Lohnes mocks her qualifications, denigrates her work history and
“you make sexist references by referring to her as Ms. Roberta Palmolive.”
Mr. Jenkins said, “I find none of
these writings to be ‘bona fide union
activities.’ ”
The suspension is based on alleged
violations of the collective bargaining
agreement section and on five sections
of the sheriff’s standards of conduct,
one of which reads, “Officers/personnel shall not make any statements to
intentionally discredit any officer/
personnel of the Worcester County
Sheriffs Office, whether the statements
uttered are true or false.”
The superintendent said even more
troubling to him was that Officer
Lohnes was not remorseful about how
Ms. Pellegrino was made to feel, nor
conciliatory or respectful in a Dec.
15 hearing, but rather mocked the
standards of conduct and called them
unenforceable.
Officer Lohnes said in an interview
that he is not remorseful. While his
purpose was to educate the correction officers and sergeants at the jail,
“Frankly, I don’t care how she takes
it. That is not my concern. If she felt
uncomfortable by reading that and it
caused her to review her actions then
that would be a benefit,” he said.
Officer Lohnes said Ms. Pellegrino
was painting any officer who took sick
time — even those who have barely
used any sick time — as possible abusers if they called in sick during the
October snowstorm, and threatened to
take away personal days if they did not
produce an acceptable medical excuse,
which he said is not permitted.
In one section of the fictitious interviews, “Local 550” asks “Isn’t it illegal
for you to forcibly take benefit time
from an officer’s books without their
permission?”
An administrator it calls “Roberta
Palmolive” answers “My experience as
a treasurer in the metropolis of Barre
leads me to believe otherwise.”
550: The extent of you(r) experience
is based on your working as a full time
treasurer in Barre?
RP: Part-time treasurer. But yes, I am
highly qualified.
550: Uh, okay. But none of this

seems right. I mean, you’re illegally
taking time from officer’s books for
calling in during a major snowstorm.
What’s next? Docking them if they
call in on any sunny days?
RP: By George, I never thought of
that! That would help with sick time
too! Have you ever thought of applying for the position of Director of
Administration?
550: You can apply for that position?
RP: No, I’m just kidding. It’s one
of Sheriff Eva(n)gelizer’s political appointee positions. So put that out of
your tiny correctional mind.
Ms. Pellegrino declined to comment
to the Telegram & Gazette.
The union president called the prohibition on discrediting personnel of
the sheriff’s office “impossible to comply with and it is impossible to enforce.
It’s unconstitutional. It’s vague and I
would contend that it infringes on the
right of free speech.”
Chief Deputy Sheriff David H.
Tuttle said Ms. Pellegrino had been
“questioning him (Officer Lohnes)
on his attendance and asking him to
come to work” and the posting of the
interview was retaliation.
Officer Lohnes denied that, saying
“I never met with Director Pellegrino
for anything other than labor management meetings” at which his own
work habits were not discussed.
Chief Deputy Tuttle said that 99
percent of the work force is complying with Sheriff Lewis G. Evangelidis’
efforts to raise the standards at the
jail. “Unfortunately we have 1 percent
of the employees who feel that they
shouldn’t have to live up to these
standards, and Private Lohnes is one
of them.”
Officer Lohnes used 15 sick days in
2011, according to information the
Telegram & Gazette received through a
freedom of information request. Chief
Deputy Tuttle said Officer Lohnes has
been away from jail 1-1/4 years over
the past five years through use of sick
time, vacation time, comp time, union
business time and personal time.
Officer Lohnes said, “the fact that
I take any contractual benefit time
has nothing to do with the fact that
my right to free speech is clearly being violated,” and he said “this is
dirty politics.” He added that he has
a documented medical condition that
is protected under the Americans with
Disabilities Act of which the jail is
aware.
The union president said in his 13
years, he has received only one verbal
warning and, in August, a one-day
suspension over sick leave, and that is
under appeal. He said, “every evaluation that I’ve ever had has been above
average and numerous times I’ve been
recommended by my supervisor for
promotion.”
Chief Deputy Tuttle said that Ms.
Pellegrino earned a master’s degree in
business administration from Anna
Maria College in 1997 and was manager of provider relations for three
health insurance organizations: Tufts
Associate Health Plans, Central Massachusetts Health Care and Blue Cross
Blue Shield.
From The Worcester Telegram &
Gazette.
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One-Third of Allentown
Firefighters Retired Last Year
ALLENTOWN, PA — Allentown
officials knew a staggering number of
city firefighters would retire in 2011, it
was just a matter of how many.
Fire Chief Robert Scheirer predicted
months ago that some 50 firefighters would retire before the union’s
contract that contained a generous
pension clause was set to expire Dec.
31, echoing a similar mass exodus six
years ago in the police department.
Now that the paperwork has settled,
city officials say 42 firefighters left in
2011 — nearly one-third of the department usually staffed with about
140 firefighters. That’s by far the most
firefighter retirees in one year, second
only to the departure of 80 police officers six years ago.
Because the city predicted dozens
of firefighters would step down to take
advantage of higher pensions, officials
say they were prepared and public
safety won’t be compromised.
“We will keep the department
staffed and we will continue to do our
jobs,” Scheirer said.
But union President John Stribula,
who represents the local chapter of
International Association of Firefighters, said with the retirements, the department won’t be up to full strength
for six months. Even then, new and
inexperienced firefighters won’t have
the institutional knowledge of the
veteran firefighters to fall back on,
said Stribula, who was one of the 42
retirees.
The exodus will strain the department’s already underfunded pension
account and city contributions to it
will jump next year by $1.1 million,
or 25 percent, to $5.1 million, according to a recent actuarial report. The
retirements will also cause a spike in
overtime wages for six months while
new recruits complete their training,
officials say.
Under the contract that was set to
expire Dec. 31 but remains in arbitration, firefighters had overtime earnings calculated into their pensions,
which often pushed pensions far
above their base salaries. Mayor Ed
Pawlowski has vowed the next contract will be more stringent and put
pensions in line with earnings.
The contract with the fire union
is the last vestige of a crippling deal
made by former Mayor Roy C. Afflerbach, Pawlowski said Tuesday.
The result of that deal — skyrocketing pension costs threatening to consume one-quarter of the city budget
— is one of the biggest issues facing

the city, he said.
The expiring contract encouraged
three times as many firefighters to
step down in 2011 than in 2010, city
spokesman Mike Moore said. Of the
42 retirees, 29 retired in the last three
months of the year, he said.
The department currently has 34
vacancies, he said.
The city has been preparing to fill
the vacancies with two simultaneous
18-week academies for new recruits
that are scheduled to begin Feb. 13,
putting the department back to full
force by summer, Scheirer said.
But the lack of real experience “certainly won’t be replaced overnight,”
Stribula said.
The advent of 2012 was supposed to
end the uncertainty swirling around
the fire department. The administration would finally know for sure how
many firefighters called it quits and
could begin to rebuild under a more
stringent contract.
However, the contract between the
city and the fire union is still in arbitration. Because of the unexpected unavailability of the impartial arbitrator,
those talks have not been rescheduled,
city solicitor John Marchetto said.
That means both parties continue
to operate under the old contract.
Under it, the department has to staff
the city’s four platoons with at least
30 firefighters every shift, an agreement called the minimum manpower
clause.
It’s a requirement that Pawlowski
has said he hopes will be stricken
from the next contract, along with
using overtime earnings to calculate
pensions, an early retirement clause
that allows firefighters to “purchase”
additional service for a higher pension
and the sick day policy.
Because of the minimum-manning
agreement, overtime pay will increase
over last year for the first six months
while recruits complete their training, Scheirer said. Then in the last six
months, he added, the city will see a
drop compared with last year.
Scheirer estimated the city paid out
about $1.5 million in overtime costs
in 2011.
The same amount is budgeted for
2012, but the department expects it
to only have to fund six months of
overtime until the department returns
to full strength, Scheirer said.
“Both sides were hoping for a settlement but it will all be determined in
arbitration,” he said.
From The Morning Call.
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Cleveland Firefighter Lived In California
CLEVELAND, OH — The recent
revelation that a full-time Cleveland
firefighter has been living in California should come as no surprise to
Mayor Frank Jackson’s administration.
Joseph Coneglio gave his superiors
a form on Sept. 26, 2010, changing
his address to San Diego, The Plain
Dealer has discovered. And Coneglio’s
lieutenant and battalion chief signed
off on the form, which should have
been forwarded to the office of Safety
Director Martin Flask.
But Flask said in a recent interview
that he doesn’t recall seeing a copy
of the form or learning of Coneglio’s
new hometown until nearly a year
later, when the firefighter suffered a
job-related injury.
The oversight by Flask — or the
failure by fire officials to forward the

change-of-address to the director —
raises still more questions about the
administration of a department already reeling from allegations of lax
supervision and payroll abuse.
City auditors released a scathing
report last November citing firefighters
getting paid without working, failing
to record their sick time and violating
policies regarding funeral leaves.
An earlier city audit found that department supervisors failed to follow
policy, resulting in eight firefighters
being paid a total of nearly $90,000
they were not entitled to while on
active military duty between 2005
and 2009.
The Jackson administration requested the audits, but the mayor has thus
far absolved Flask and Fire Chief Paul
Stubbs, instead blaming the supervi-

Miami-Dade Police Lay off 118 Officers
MIAMI, FL — For the first time,
Miami-Dade Police have had to layoff
more than 100 officers after Mayor
Carlos Gimenez and police unions
failed to come to an agreement about
benefits.
The 118 officers and 17 correctional
officers were let go based on seniority
and not performance. They will leave
the police force in three weeks.
Miami-Dade Police Director James
Loftus spoke at Miami Dade police
headquarters in Doral on Saturday.
Addressing concerns that less police
could mean less security for MiamiDade residents, Loftus said:
“Our business is that when people
call, we go. We don’t make widgets; we
can’t close the doors. It doesn’t work
that way. We will always have to go.
Some of the units that work this building will be compressed. Some of them
will be eliminated.”
Loftus reiterated to Chanel 10 that
violent crime will always be their top
priority: “We’ll be doing less of the
things we like to do — things that
the community like us to do: crime
prevention things, community service
things, some property crime things.

Because our commitment will be suppressing and solving violent crime.
That’s always first.”
Laid-off officers do have concerns
that a smaller police force will have
an effect on Miami neighborhoods.
Ryan Cowart, one of the officers laid
off, told WSV7N, “I don’t think there’s
any question it will be in jeopardy.
I’m very, very concern that any loss
of police services in that community
will have catastrophic effects.” Watch
the rest of the WSVN7 report below.
NBC Miami reports that when a reporter asked Loftus if response time to
burglary calls would be affected by the
layoffs, the police director answered,
“It could take longer, yes. Because that
is a property crime and that is something we may face.”
At a January 24 meeting, Gimenez,
county commissioners, and the Dade
Police Benevolent Association will
have one more chance to reach an
agreement that may save these officers’
jobs. The Miami Herald reports that
Gimenez will urge union members
to contribute 5 percent of their salary
towards their benefits.
From The Huffington Post.

After One Week, Jacksonville Sheriff
Retracts Social Media Policy
JACKSONVILLE, FL — One day
after the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office issued a policy on its employees posting
to social media websites, the agency
reversed the policy.
General Order No. 76 was circulated
to JSO employees last week, shortly
after Channel 4 broadcast some comments officers posted to the agency’s
Facebook page expressing displeasure
over cuts in pay the city negotiated
with the Fraternal Order of Police.
Despite having Sheriff John Rutherford’s signature on the document, he
said he didn’t approve it.
“That order is being recalled because it didn’t go through the proper
processes,” Rutherford said. “It didn’t
clear the hurdle of the undersheriff
or myself.”
When a JSO spokeswoman was
asked Tuesday if she could explain
how the order received the sheriff’s
signature without his knowledge, the
agency provided a one-word answer:
“No.”

Not only did the order not go
through proper channels, an attorney
says the policy might have violated the
National Labor Relations Act.
“The Sheriff’s Office, as a public employer, has a right to restrict speech of
employees to some degree, but some of
these provisions go too far,” said legal
analyst Ed Birk.
Birk says the vast majority of the
policy as written is too broad to be
enforceable.
Rutherford said the policy is being
rewritten and will be thoroughly reviewed before it is issued.
“When we do, we are going to make
sure officer conduct, which has been
in our general order forever, also applies to officer conduct through these
social media sites,” Rutherford said.
Channel 4 has requested copies of
all correspondence about JSO’s social
media policy and any drafts of the
document and will report on any developments on the subject.
From News4Jax.com.

sion problems on Stubbs’ subordinates,
all of whom are members of the same
union as the firefighters they oversee.
Administration officials said this
week that they are troubled by a fulltime firefighter living on the other side
of the continent. But they have yet to
introduce legislation they say would
be needed to prevent firefighters from
living out of state.
The contract that the Jackson
administration negotiated with the
firefighters’ union allows membersto
trade their 24-hour shifts with each
other as long as they repay the favors
within 12 months.
Coneglio used trades to live with
his family on the West Coast for four
or five months at a time, then perform
a year’s worth of 24-hour shifts in
the remaining months, department
records show.
He declined to comment this week,
but officials said Congelio suffered the
job-related injury in July 2011, and has
been on medical leave ever since.
The city’s medical director wanted
him to stay close to Cleveland during
his recuperation, according to union
and administration officials. But the
union challenged that order and the
city backed down.
Flask said the city’s Law Department told him he would need legislation to prevent other firefighters from
moving out of state. City lawyers said
they believed state law would allow
the city to require police, emergency
medical workers and firefighters to live
within a multi-county area.
Rather than introduce legislation
on behalf of the administration,
Flask mentioned Congelio’s situation
to City Councilman Kevin Conwell,
chairman of council’s Public Safety
committee in late October or early
November of 2011.
But Conwell said in an interview
that he was not told of the administration’s interest in crafting legislation
to deal with firefighters living out of
state. He said he also was not told until
a Nov. 30 committee meeting that two
other firefighters lived out of state.
Shawn Holian changed his address
to Jamestown, Pa., in July 2004, and
in January 2009, Michael Ashworth
reported moving to Louisville, Ky.
Both were hired in 1981, making them
exempt from the city’s now-defunct
1982 residency law.
Month’s before Flask’s conversation
with Conwell and even before Coneglio’s move, the administration sought
legislation restricting how far outside
Cleveland city employees can live.
The conversation came soon after
the Ohio Supreme Court ruled in
June 2009 that the city did not have
the right to require employees to live
in the city. Jackson personally asked
Council President Martin J. Sweeney
for his support in requiring firefight-

ers and other city employees to live
within a multi-county region.
But Sweeney said in a recent interview that he balked at the suggestion.
“I didn’t want to make a snap decision.
We needed to study the impact and
consequences the residency ruling by
the court would have on the city of
Cleveland,” Sweeney said.
Jackson rekindled the conversation
multiple times, but Sweeney did not
draft legislation.
“We were asked to hold off because
council didn’t want to be perceived
as having a knee-jerk reaction,” said
Andrea Taylor, spokeswoman for the
mayor. “We are in no way saying
council should have done something
different.”
Sweeney said that when his conversations with Jackson took place, he was
not made aware of firefighters living
out of state. Since he became aware of
the issue in November, several council
members have expressed support for
some type of residency restrictions.
Conwell has said his committee
will discuss possible restrictions this
month.
Coneglio would be grandfathered in
under any new residency law. But the
administration and union officials are
negotiating a possible change in the
shift-trade policy. Such a change could
impede Coneglio’s ability to commute
from California.
“Without the abuse of the shifttrade policy, the opportunity to live
out of state in cities like San Diego
would have not been possible,” Flask
said.
But union representatives said
Coneglio’s situation is being blown
out of proportion.
Coneglio made the move to follow
his family. His wife had lost her job in
the area, couldn’t find another here,
but received an offer too good to pass
up in California, fire officials said.
They said Coneglio completed the
appropriate change of address form
and paid back all of the shifts he owed
other firefighters.
“It got a lot of attention because it’s
such an anomaly,” said union Vice
President Michael D. Norman, pointing out that this is one firefighter out
of nearly 800.
Not everyone is taking the issue so
calmly.
Councilman Zack Reed said there
is no way a firefighter could live in
San Diego and do his job in Cleveland
and the Jackson administration should
have addressed the move months ago.
“This firefighter’s move and the way
it was handled by the administration
clearly shows a lack of leadership,”
Reed said. “The administration should
have notified the council. They should
have addressed it with legislation,
policy changes or something ASAP.”
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PAL Corner
PAL Summer Cadet Academy
and Internship Program 2012-13
Check the PAL website www.sfpal.
org/cadets for application requirements
and procedures for the new class starting in summer 2012. Cadets must be
14 to 20 years old, and live in or attend
school in San Francisco. Summer Academy will run from Monday June 18 to
Friday July 13 with station internships
starting in fall 2012.
Need PAL cadet help with an event?
Contact Cadet Coordinator Sgt. Ava
Garrick at the Academy (415) 401-4625
or ava.garrick@sfgov.org
PAL Golf Tournament
— Save the Date!
We’ll be holding our annual PAL
Golf Tournament on Thursday, May
24, 2012 at TPC Harding Park. www.
sfpal.org/golf
See you on the green!
Soccer Kicking Off!
The PAL office is hopping right now
with teams signing up for spring soccer. League play runs from March 17
to May 26. We expect over 200 teams
to be playing at fields throughout San
Francisco this spring.
Other Sports Coming Up
Look for registration for the free
PAL Junior Giants summer program
in April (www.sfpal.org/baseball) PAL
Junior Giants play in June and July.
Look for registration information
for fall PAL Seahawks Football & Cheer
in May (www.sfpal.org/football or www.
sfpal.org/cheerleading) PAL Seahawks
training starts Wednesday, August 1,
2011.
Coach Bernard Sandoval
— Year Round for Kids
Plenty of dads coach their kids’
sports teams, but few have achieved
what Bernard Sandoval has — what
you might call a coaching “hat-trick.”
Sandoval coaches three PAL sports
— baseball, basketball and soccer —
and he does it year-round. His 10-yearold son DJ (short for Derek James)
plays all three sports. When he’s not
coaching, Sandoval works at the San
Francisco Hall of Justice as an IBEW
Local 6 electrician.
What makes Sandoval’s dedication
all the more admirable is that many
of the kids he coaches come from
economically disadvantaged backgrounds. As a result, Sandoval is not
just your run-of-the-mill coach; he’s
also something of a father figure to the
roughly two dozen kids in his charge.
He provides transportation for kids
who have trouble getting to and from
practice, lends them equipment if they

can’t afford to buy their own, and even
feeds them meals and snacks after
games. Sometimes he takes the kids
on excursions to the beach or the park.
“I want to make a good experience
for them,” Sandoval says. “Some of
these kids don’t get out of the Mission. They don’t know about Golden
Gate Park.”
Sandoval’s involvement in PAL
sports started when his son was in
third grade. His son’s Mission-district
school did not offer an after-school
sports program. So Sandoval took it
upon himself to tailor his own afterschool sports program.
He started with basketball. His son’s
team was named the Mission Dolores
Tigers and the kids played in both PAL
and CYO.
“It’s a great set-up if you have PAL,”
he says. “Once the [PAL] season is over,
you roll into CYO. The PAL league is
pretty competitive, so it gets the kids
very prepared” for the winter league.
The PAL basketball season runs from
October to the end of November.
The Tigers were finalists in the
championship game in 2010. This
year, facing tougher competition, they
ended the season in fifth place in 2011.
Sandoval also signed on as soccer
coach for Jamestown, a soccer club in
the Mission. His team plays fall soccer
in the Viking league, winter futsal in
the SF Rec & Park league, and spring
soccer for PAL.
The Jamestown Littlemen, as the
team is known, have developed a following among kids who want a competitive team but don’t want — or are
unable — to play on the more demanding upper house or travel teams. The
Littlemen won the city championship
for Viking this past fall.
“Sometimes it’s tough to get enough
kids” to play soccer, Sandoval says.
“But because our team has been successful, I haven’t had that problem…
We’re not too demanding yet we’re
very productive and successful at the
same time.”
Sandoval likes the PAL league because “it’s tough, good competition,
good refereeing, and the fields are
great…PAL is awesome.”
Finally, Sandoval created a baseball
team for the PAL Jr. Giants, which
plays during the summer. That team
is also called the Tigers.
Sandoval’s coaching philosophy is,
first, keep kids safe and second, help
them to master the skills they need to

Bernard Sandoval (on left) with his Jamestown Littlemen soccer team

Four of Sandoval’s Fifth Grade Tigers PAL basketball players
enjoy the sport. Ultimately, if you do
both those things, he believes, kids
will develop a love for the sport.
“You may get a child who doesn’t
like this sport, but a parent wants
them to play this sport,” he says. “We
work with them until they get better
and start wanting to come on their
own. The most important thing is, get
them to love the sport.”
As an example, his son DJ was
initially a reluctant athlete. Today,
however, he enjoys all three sports.
Sandoval didn’t push him too hard,
but gave him lots of room to be a kid
and build skills.
He says, “Sometimes you get coaches who are too demanding. Other
coaches don’t ask enough from the

children. It’s a fine line between making the parents happy and making
sure kids don’t feel like you’re killing
them, especially when they’re small —
because when they’re small they can
get turned off easily.”
In soccer, Sandoval teaches kids
how to protect themselves so they
don’t get hurt on the field by flying
balls. He says this important for young
children. When they feel safe, they
can tackle the fundamentals with
confidence.
“We’ve been fortunate on all the
sports,” he says. “My kids know now,
they’re starting to equate fun with
getting good rather than fun with just
running around.”

SFO Golf Tournament Raises $54,000 for Local Charities

North Peninsula Food Pantry & Dining Center
and La Casa de las Madres to Split Proceeds
By Officer Bob Massola
SFPD — Airport Bureau
Two local charities, the North
Peninsula Food Pantry and Dining
Center and La Casa de Las Madres
shared $54,000 raised by the recent
San Francisco International Airport
Charity Golf Tournament.
The checks were formally presented
to representatives of the respective
charities on Wednesday, December
14, 2011 in the San Francisco International Airport Aviation Museum.
The 12th Annual San Francisco International Airport Charity Golf Tournament was held on October 3, 2011
at the Green Hills Country Club in
Millbrae. To raise these critical funds, a
full house of 132 golfers played the exclusive and challenging course at the
Green Hills Country Club. A delicious
dinner, lively conversation, and a si-

lent auction followed in the Cypress
Room of its luxurious new clubhouse.
Special thanks to the San Francisco
International Airport Charity Golf
Tournament Committee which is
comprised of representatives of the San
Francisco International Airport, the
San Francisco Police Department —
Airport Bureau, the San Francisco Fire
Department — Airport Division, United Airlines, Virgin America Airlines,
Cathay Pacific Airways, Signature
Flight Support, Covenant Aviation
Security, AvAirPros, and ING Financial
Partners. Chairperson for the event
was Officer Bob Massola along with
Honorary Chairpersons San Francisco
Airport Director John L. Martin, San
Francisco Police Chief Greg Suhr, and
San Francisco Fire Chief Joanne HayesWhite. Together they rallied golfers,
sponsors, and donors to create this
fantastically successful event.
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Nick’s Notes

Department Hoops Write-Up

By Nick Shihadeh,
Journal Sports Editor

By Steve Coleman
Property Detail

H E CK I T OU T: A b elated
“happy new year” greeting to
everyone — I hope it’s going
as well as possibly for you. Hard luck
that the Niners couldn’t keep up the
run to the Super Bowl. The two playoff
games they were in against the Saints
and the Giants were very exciting to
be at; unfortunately, the euphoria and
victory I was feeling one week turned
to frustration and loss the next. That’s
the way it goes I guess. Can hardly wait
until what should be a promising next
season for the Niners. In the meantime, pitchers and catchers report to
camp on Feb. 18th.
Take note in a couple of articles
about department basketball in this
month’s sports section. There’s the
usual Hoops Write-Up that comish
Steve Coleman prepares that includes
standings. Then there’s an article submitted by Central Station’s Ryan Jones
about how the Diners are trying to get
back to the championship.

Law Enforcement Night
Law Enforcement Night at the Oracle Arena in Oakland is set for Wednesday, March 7th, 2012. There is going
to be a basketball tournament played
featuring various teams from different
law enforcement agencies around the
Bay Area beginning at noon and lasting until 4pm. After the tournament,
we plan on having a tailgate party
in the parking lot until 6pm. Every
year, this tailgate party has gotten
bigger and bigger. Come join in on
the fun! The Arena will open its doors
to the public for the Warriors game
at 6pm. The Golden State Warriors
play against the Memphis Grizzlies
at 7:30pm. For tickets or additional
information, please contact Sergeant
Gerry Newbeck from Bayview Station
at 671-2302. If tickets for the Warrior
game are bought through Gerry, you
will receive a special Law Enforcement
Night t-shirt. Pre-game and halftime
ceremonies paying tribute to law enforcement officers everywhere are still
being planned. Additional information regarding this event will appear
in next month’s Journal. Last year, our
SFPD team finished in second place.

C

Sacred Heart and St Ignatius High
School Football Players
The last two months I’ve been
discussing the match-ups between
Sacred Heart and St. Ignatius in football with SH winning the regular
season match-up while SI winning the
championship game between the two.
What I’d like to mention now is that
there are Cops’ kids on both varsity
teams. Over on the SH side: you have
receiver Craig Filamore (son of Joe
Filamore of Richmond Station), DB/
RB Conner Delahunty (son of Brian
Delahunty of Homicide), 2nd Team
All City DB Kelvin Sanders III (son of
Kelvin Sanders Jr. of the VRT Unit),
and Honorable Mention All City OL
Jack Gardner (son of Matt Gardner
of the Solos). I’d also like to mention
2nd Team All City Def/Punter Danny
Lalor who is the nephew of Marty Lalor of Northern Station. On SI, there’s
LB Mike McFadden (son of Lt. Joe
McFadden), LB Jack Hazelhofer (son
of deceased officer Gary Hazelhoffer),

and there was OL/DL Conner Hagan
(son of Frank Hagan of the VRT Unit)
who was brought up from the JV team
to play in the post season. It’s a good
representation of the department and
I know these guys are very proud of
their boys.
Lt Mike Flynn Retires
I wanted to acknowledge Mike
“Stoney” Flynn as he retires form a
long, successful career as a member
of the SFPD. Not only was he a good
officer, sergeant and lieutenant; but,
he was also a dedicated softball player
his whole time with the department.
Flynn has mostly been a pitcher and
is up there with the likes of department retired legends Dave Maron,
Sr. and Jim Drago. He played ball for
many years as a Northern Bulldog, and
played at Mission Station for a number
of years as well. He also had stints at
Southern and Tenderloin Stations and
may continue to play as a retiree (the
jury is still out on that one). Flynn was
an original member of Team 3 that
competed regularly in the California
Police Olympics back in the 80s, and
has also been awarded the prestigious
Mike O’Brien Memorial Softball Award
for longevity and contribution to the
SF Police Softball League. I guess he’s
probably going to be concentrating
more on his golf game as he joins his
playing partner Dan Linehan as a
retiree as they participate in Loons
Nest events. Whatever he does, I want
to wish Mike Flynn well in his retirement and to congratulate him on his
fine legacy in the SFPD.
That’s all for now; So See Ya next
month....

Central Station Basketball
By Ryan Jones

Playing basketball at Central “The
Big Apple” is close to playing basketball in the real “big apple”. The
expectations are always high. This is
even more true this year as the addition of Brett “ the Beast” Thorp, Derek
“ Silent Asian” Christian, and Ken
“Stretch” Weems all standing at 6’07
will make expectations even higher.
With the added leadership from Mike
“Bugsy” Moran and former MVP Mike
Costello those dreams of grabbing a
championship look to be attainable.
Although the league is strong with last
year champions the Nothern”Heat”,
Bayview with their athletes, and CHP
with their ringers (it is believed that
even Monta Ellis played a league game
for them), it’s going to be along hard
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road to the championship.
In the first game vs Daly City, Central rolled up a double digit win. Unfortunately in the second game the
new team had trouble getting on the
same page losing by 5-pts to CHP
in a close hard fought match. After
the two week holiday break, Central
dropped another to Bayview by 1 pt
after not being able to get a shot up
despite having the ball in the closing
seconds. Next was Mission who has
a strong team but no depth. Central
wore Mission out with its depth and
size winning by 7.
They have the size and talent, but
the lack of familiarity could plague
Central as they move forward through
the season. We will see if they can gel
together; and, if they do, their championship dreams could become a reality.

SFPOA Basketball League
Schedule Change
The championship game is scheduled to be played on Wednesday, February 29th at St Mary’s Gym in the
Mission District. The game time has
been changed to 10:30am. The 3rd
Annual Three Point Shooting Contest
and All Star Game will take place just
before the championship game. The
Three Point Shooting Contest will begin at 9:20am, with the All Star game
being played immediately following.
The basketball banquet will take place
later that same evening, with awards to
be handed out. The location and time
is still TBD. I will get out the information to team coaches and send flyers
to the stations for those interested in
attending. I think everyone that has
attended a “Hoops” banquet recently
has enjoyed themselves, just ask someone that’s gone! The MVP, Rookie of
the Year, Hoops Legend Award, and
five 1st Team All SFPD awards will be
handed out at the banquet.

SFPD Basketball
Standings
as of 1/24
TEAM

W

L

Pct.

GB

Northern

4

0

1.000

Bayview

4

1

.800

1/2

Ingleside

3

2

.600

1 1/2

CHP

3

2

.600

1 1/2

Central

2

2

.500

2

Mission

3

3

.500

2

TTF

1

4

.200

3 1/2

Daly City

1

4

.200

3 1/2

Task Force

0

3

.000

3 1/2

tournament have gotten hot at the
end of the year and won the league.
No team can be overlooked this time
of year.
As of the printing of this article,
the Northern Bulldogs are cruising
through the season Since losing their
first game of the year last season, they
haven’t lost. That means the Bulldogs
current winning streak stands at sixteen games. Their next game will be
against one of the more feared teams
in the league, the San Francisco CHP
team. This team has been very successful, and is battle tested. We’ll see
if the Bulldogs can extend their streak.
Upcoming games has the Central
Diners taking on Task Force. The Diners beefed up their lineup and added
some serious size to their squad, while
Task Force is an older, but wise team.
They play smart, team ball. The Tenderloin Rats and Mission Diablos are
set to square off next week. After a
season opening win over CHP, the
Rats haven’t been able to get into the
win column. The team has played well,
but they haven’t been able to pull it all
together. Meanwhile, the Mission Diablos have won a couple games in a row
and are feeling good about themselves.
The Bayview Pitbulls are feeling
great about themselves after an overtime win over the SF CHP team. Daly
City has some nice players with experience, but are struggling mightily
this year. Ingleside is athletic and play
“up tempo” basketball, but their lack
of size hurts them. They always play
other teams tough, and they are a team
not to overlook. Good luck to all the
teams the rest of the way! Which team
will be taking home the hardware this
season? Show up to St. Mary’s Gym on
Wed. Feb. 29th to see for yourself...

Season Write Up
So far, this season has been extremely competitive. The majority of
the games are very tight, and have
come down to the wire. The
size, speed, and athleticism
in the league is impressive.
The playoff season is approaching fast, and teams are
positioning themselves for
Coaching for promotional exams:
the postseason tournament.
individuals and study groups
Unlike past years, every team
will be included in the playGloria Cohn
offs this season. In recent
Cell: 650.906.4155
years, teams that have been Telephone: 415.777.4156
gcohn@gloriacohnconsulting.com
seeded last or next to last
www.gloriacohnconsulting.com
place entering the postseason

Realize Your
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The Loons
Nest Report
By Ed Garcia, Central Station
Glenn Mar
is Victorious in Season Finale
On December 29th the Loons Nest
Golf Club traveled to Monarch Bay
Golf Links in San Leandro for the 2011
Holiday Classic. This event marked the
end of our 25th year of Loon’s golf and
the season came to an exciting finish.
The players started the day with a
breakfast buffet and went out to find a
sunny winter morning with no wind.
We had a shotgun start and the good
weather lasted for the first hour of
play. The weather changed as a cold
fog moved over the bayside track and
the temperature quickly dropped several degrees and a light wind started
to blow. The conditions made a tough
course tougher, as Monarch Bay is the
second longest par seventy-one course
in California, but the Loons were ready
for the test. The field included ten
players with current indexes in single
digits. On the front nine holes Glenn
Mar came out smoking as he posted a
thirty-seven, including a birdie on the
fourth hole. One stroke behind Mar at
the turn was Wade Beucler, who plays
out of the Pleasanton Golfsmith Shop.
Wade fired a score of thirty-eight on
the front nine as he had pars on the
first five holes. Joaquin Borromeo, Eric
Mar and Dean Taylor each posted front
nine scores of forty strokes.
As the day grew colder and conditions tougher, Tim Lee decided to kick
his game into high gear. Tim started
with a birdie on the tenth hole and
went on to post an even par score of
thirty-six on the back nine, finishing
with a score of seventy-eight. Lee re-

ally applied pressure on the leaders
Mar and Beucler. Tim Lee finished his
round with a birdie on the eighteenth
hole, as Beucler watched, playing in
the same group. Beucler responded
by making his birdie putt on the
eighteenth for a score of thirty-eight
on the back and a total of seventy-six.
Harry Pearson then got hot on his
back nine as he had eight pars and
one bogey for a thirty-seven and a
total of seventy-eight, matching Lee’s
score. As word quickly spread of these
three fine scores, pressure mounted on
the leader Glenn Mar. Mar responded
with birdies on the fourteenth and
sixteenth holes. Mar headed into the
eighteenth hole at even par on the
back nine only to run into a double
bogey on eighteen. Mar finished the
side with a thirty-eight and a total
of seventy-five strokes and took the
championship. This was Glenn’s second victory of the season, as he won
the Summer Classic at Paradise Valley
with a score of seventy-three. Second
place went to Wade Beucler and third
to Tim Lee, as Tim won the tiebreaker
over Harry Pearson.
First flight low net play saw Joaquin
Borromeo going out to any early lead

Holiday Champ Glenn Mar with son Eric Mar, the youngest Loon.
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and had a four-stroke lead through the
fifteenth hole. Borromeo then ran into
double bogeys on the sixteenth and
seventeenth holes. Armando Chang
and Harry Pearson were in tight behind and both players finished with
three straight pars. Chang finished
with a net score of sixty-nine to take
first low net. Borromeo held onto second place as he had par on the eighteenth hole and a net score of seventy.
Harry Pearson took third low net with
a seventy-one.
Second flight low gross saw a tough
match between Joe Fischer, Dennis
Meixner and Alan Honniball. Ed
Carew of Central Station took an
early lead with a forty-two on the
front side, but got severely spanked
by the shankapotimus on hole number twelve. Meixner was leading the
pack through fourteen holes, then ran
into double bogeys on holes fifteen
and sixteen. Honniball made a strong
move on the back nine with a fortytwo, the best second flight score on
the side. As the smoke cleared Fischer
and Meixner had scores of eightyeight. The tiebreaker went to Fischer
and Meixner took second place. It was
nice to see Fischer on the better end
of a tie-breaker, as Joe had gotten the
short end of a tie-breaker for a win at
the 2010 Club Championship at San
Geronimo, walking away with second
low gross in the second flight. Fischer,
the former Riordan High pitching star
and captain of the Central Dinners
softball team, also carries a 187 average in league bowling in the Bay Area.
Honniball’s score of eighty-nine gave
him third place.
Second flight low net saw former
Homicide Inspector Mike Johnson
dominate the contest. Mike had a
net score of sixty-eight, giving him a
three- stroke edge over second place
finisher Earl Wismer. If Johnson had
not run into a “snowman” (triple bogey) on the sixteenth hole, he might
have taken the flight by five strokes.
Wismer was making a move on the
leader as he posted a birdie on the
tenth hole, but ran into the same
“snowman” on the same sixteenth
hole. Northern Station’s Matt Hanley
took third place in low net with a net
seventy-five. Ironically, Matt was moving well through the back nine until
he also ran into that same vicious
snowman on the sixteenth hole.
Over the course of several years
the Loons have made several appearances at Monarch Bay Golf Links and
we have always been happy to share
the course with our feathered friends.
On this visit we found a course that
was overrun with birds. There were
thousands of mud hens, hundreds
of Canadian Geese, along with sea
gulls, mallards and many other birds.
It goes without saying that the usual
crows were there to steal any unguarded sandwiches or hot dogs left
unattended for a moment on a golf
cart. We noted course employees riding around in golf carts with colorful
flags waving on the carts in an attempt
to move the birds to the lakes or the
bay. This job is normally very well
handled by a single employee driving
a cart with a very happy dog chasing
away the birds. The Loons Nest Site
Committee members talked with pro
shop staff and were advised that the
powerbrokers of San Leandro banned
the use of dogs as cruel to the birds.
In twenty-five years of Loons golf, not
once have we seen a dog actually get
even close to a bird. What are those
people thinking??
Our next event will be the TwoMan, Best Ball event at Roddy Ranch
in Antioch. Hope to see you there.
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2011 Loons Season in Review
Two-man, Best Ball
Monarch Bay Golf Links
Garcia-Hanacek 63

Spring Championship at Monterey
Black Horse & Rancho Canada West
Ed Anzore 72-77=149
Summer Classic at Paradise Valley
G.C.
Glenn Mar 73
Charlie Anzore Memorial
Bodega Golf Links
Steve Moss 78
Club Championship
San Geronimo Golf Club
Steve Moss 73
Holiday Classic
Monarch Bay Golf Links
Glenn Mar 75

Loons Nest Scoreboard
Holiday Classic
at Monarch Bay
Player

Gross
Score

Net
Score

Mar, G.
Beucler
Lee
Pearson
Chang
Anzore
Landi
Biggs
Borromeo
Lim
Morimoto
Taylor
Wong
McMillan
Meixner
Fischer
Garcia
Honniball
Johnson
Mar, E.
Toomey
Wismer
Carew
Hanley
Sorgie
Schmolke
Edison
Guiney
Roche
Pursley
Mahoney, M.
Roth
Kilgariff
Daniele
Dyer
Boyett
Newlin
Mahoney, D.

75
76
78
78
80
82
82
82
83
85
85
86
86
87
88
88
89
89
89
89
91
92
93
93
94
95
96
96
97
99
100
102
103
104
104
106
108
109

71
76
71
71
69
79
75
72
70
74
76
76
74
77
68
74
77
72
68
79
80
71
76
75
83
81
81
85
77
77
82
81
83
81
86
80
86
87

Long Drive Winner

Wade Beucler 308 yards

Close to the Hole Winners
(measured by Sky Caddie)
Hole #4
1st
Borromeo
19'4"
2nd
McMillan
21'2”
1st
2nd

Hole #7
Meixner
Garcia

10'3"
10'10"

1st
2nd

Hole #10
Lee
Wismer

2'11"
6'1"

1st
2nd

Hole #17
Landi
Anzore

14'3"
16'7"
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Classified Ads
Automobile For Sale
2008 BMW 128i automatic, black with
light interior, less than 24,000 miles, excellent condition, great luxury commuter
with 28 MPG highway. Full warranty
through 2012, maintenance coverage (oil
changes, wipers and brakes) through 2014,
BMW assist through 2012. $24,500 OBO.
Contact Rob Kobold at (408) 310-0618
1999 PORSCHE 911 CARRERA 4 ALLWHEEL DRIVE 2D COUPE Black exterior/
Black leather interior, 6 Cyl /6-Speed Manual Transmission. Excellent Condition/
77,000 miles. Asking Price: $24,000 OBO
For additional details and info Contact Joe
Filamor at (415) 254-8055

Hunting Trips
Colorado Deer/Elk Hunts. Private
ranches, Tresspass Fee Only. Contact Bob
Brodnik, (415) 320-0628.

Lot for Sale
Pine Mountain Lake, Groveland,
Ca. Half an acre about a minute’s walk to
the lake, main marina and beach. Near
Golf Course and Pine Mountain Lake
country club, swimming pool and tennis
courts. Amenities also include, stables,
airport, lake fishing and fly pond fishing,
Lot is on public sewer system $60k OBO.
E-mail Suekerry@sbcglobal.net.

Motorcycle For Sale
2006 Honda CBR 954. 23,000 miles
Black & Silver paint, race exhaust, tank
bag, new slick race tires. Never laid down
$9500. Call Katherine (707) 393-9432
2006 Harley – Iron Horse Outlaw – Must
Sell! 124 Inch Motor; 6-speed right side
drive; 250 rear tire; hydraulic clutch; LED
lighting; digital dash; custom black/red
paint; lots of chrome; less than 2K miles;
reg fees current; negotiable price; sold for
$25K new; asking $16,750 or b/o. Contact
Mitch @ (415) 987-6738

Piano For Sale
BALDWIN HAMILTON UPRIGHT STUDIO PIANO for sale: yr.1967; 46” tall,
Ser.# 234808. $2,100. The Hamilton is
designed to withstand institutional use,
although this piano was not in such an
environment. It has been used in two
private homes (am the 2nd owner). It has
double wheel rubber casters for moving,
with front legs that are structually tied to
the cabinet for additional sturdiness. The
walnut cabinet is in good condition, with
a matching bench that has a storage compartment. The action is very responsive
and easy to play. Contact: 415-298-9686.

Rental Wanted
22 year old son of retired CHP officers (Friends of Rene Laprevotte) looking
for a room/apartment/house in a safe area
of SF. Carrying a full load at SFSU and is
in the hiring process for SFPD. Also works
full time @ the Ferry Building as a Security
Officer. Contact Sean @ 707-291-7215.

Speaker For Sale (auto)
One-12” Super Woofer speaker
(Auto) Case size-13”x14”x18 $200 OBO
(415) 566-6734

Vacation Rental
MAUI — KAPALUA GOLF VILLA RENTAL.1700 sq.ft. 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom
Villa is located on the 10th Fairway of the
famed Kapalua Bay Golf Course! Enjoy
the fabulous sunsets from our lanai, as
well as views of the islands of Lanai and
Molokai. This exclusive resort community
has 4 swimming pools, 2 golf courses, golf
academy, zip lining, 10 lit tennis courts,
and many more amenities, which is associated with the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. Free
shuttle service is available throughout the
resort. Pictures and additional information is available at www.VRBO.COM listing
#276140. SFPD members receive discount
on posted rates. Contact Alan Honniball
at (415) 298-7205.

Vacation Rental
Relax in Carson Valley! Carson Valley Golfers Retreat Vacation Home Rental.
Gorgeous Views of the Sierra Mountains,
4 Bed, 2.5 Baths, 2300 s.f. SFPD/SFFD
Member Rates: $150 night or $900 Week
Call Vince at (415) 302-2500
vacation Rental Home Ocean view
Hot-tub on your deck in the redwoods.
2+ bedrooms /2 bath, large great room
for entertaining eight – minute walk to
Anchor Bay Beach, five- minute walk to
Mariachi Restaurant, bakery and grocery
store. Excellent for diving and fishing,
hiking and relaxing; five-minute drive
to town of Gualala and its great river for
kayaking and canoeing adventures. Enjoy
the Northern California Coastal Banana
Belt’s warm weather. E-mail me for more
info at John.webb1@hotmail.com
South Lake Tahoe Cabin. Sleeping
for up to 10, a large living room with 50’
TV and dining area. Located just 4 miles
to the casinos and less to the beaches and
Heavenly Ski Resort. This home features
3 bedroom, 2 baths with 1600 square feet
of room Weekends: $200 a nt, Weekdays:
$100 a nt (except Holidays) website: www.
casadelaketahoe.bravehost.com Maricela
415-260-3484
TUCSON ONLY $125 PER NIGHT. 1,100
sq.ft. 2 bedroom, 2 bath condo newly
renovated and refurbished at 5500 N. Kolb.
Ideal for that family getaway. 2 pools and
workout facility on property. 2 full golf
courses nearby. Unobstructed view of the
Catalina mountains from the patio. Bookings on first come, first served basis. Call
Chris (707) 337-5514
Golf getaway in the redwoods.
This beautiful two bedroom, two bath
home is right on Northwood Golf Course
(the fourth hole is your backyard). The
amenities include complete kitchen, VCR,
cable television, deck and hot tub. There is
a third room with bunk beds unattached
from the house. Call Mike Siebert (415)
342-2241 for more information.

Free Classified Advertising Available for POA Members
The POA Journal has free classified advertising, a no-fee service available to our active and retired members.
Buy, sell, or trade in the Journal and reach 5500 readers each month. The following rules apply to Classified
Ads:
• To place a free classified ad, you must be an active or retired POA member.
• A member may run only one classified ad per issue. However, a member may repeat the same ad in three
consecutive issues. An ad may run for three additional issues upon request of advertiser.
Ads must be typewritten and submitted to the POA, attn: Journal Advertising in any of the following ways: US
Mail, to the POA office; Interdepartmental mail, to the POA office, Email to journal@sfpoa.org

Word Search
Created by Officer Michelangelo Apodaca, Airport Bureau
Enjoy this relaxing and fun-to-solve puzzle! If you’ve never solved a puzzle
like these before, it’s a good idea to read this before you begin.
Each puzzle has a grid of letters that conceals words reading in different
directions — forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally — but always in a
straight line. The words, abbreviations, or phrases one must find and circle are
listed below the grid in capital letters. That’s all you need to know before you
sharpen your pencil and begin your search!
Enjoy this month’s Word Find . . . or shall we call it a “Number Find” this month?
The idea is the same, just find the numbers listed below and circle away! Don’t forget,
they appear forward and backward, up and down, and diagonally, but always in a
straight line!”
3691

3543

36953

1256

3939

66982

3754

4138

46856

4186

0315

409083

8475

7125

843596

2171

5623

196346

8462

74546

829253

Vacation Rental
Enjoy this 2 bedroom, 2 bath
condo in sunny old town Scottsdale
AZ. Just steps away from the Giants Spring
training stadium. This gated community
offers 2 swimming pools, 2 spas, large
fitness room and is next to the community golf course with bike/walking paths.
ENJOY, NBA, PGA, NASCAR, NFL SUPER
BOWL, NHL. Washer/dryer in unit, with
plenty of storage. Pictures available on
Scottsdalesprings.com. Contact Patti and
Gary (650) 355-7770. SFPD OWNED

Wanted
I am interested in purchasing POA Notebook issues July of 1996, August of 1990,
January, February, May, and June of 1989,
November of 1988 and any issues prior
to January of 1988. Please contact Greg
Corrales at (415) 759-1076 or at gc1207@
comcast.net.
Hotwheels die-cast cars from 60’s-70’s
w/redline tires. Collector (any size collection). Contact Rene (415) 913-9161.
reneg301@sbcglobal.net
S&W Centennial Series, Model 40,
blue steel; Model 60, Stainless. Contact
retired #1771 (415) 648-4332
“Older” model Colt guns. Contact
Thomas Moore at (415) 648-4332.

POA Journal Deadlines
March 2012

Feb. 21, 2012

April 2012

March 23, 2012

May 2012

April 20, 2012

June 2012

May 25, 2012

July 2012

June 22, 2012

Aug. 2012

July 23, 2012

Sept. 2012

Aug. 24, 2012

Oct. 2012

Sept. 21, 2012

Nov. 2012

Oct. 26, 2012

Dec. 2012

Nov. 21, 2012
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the teletypes on several vehicles used
in felony crimes the day before. One
car was involved in a homicide and the
other was a suspect vehicle in a hit/
run with shots fired. He located both
vehicles by 0900.

By Steve Johnson,
SFPOA
Officer Robert Wong and Officer
Patrick Brady were dispatched to
LaPlaya and Balboa around 10:00 a.m.
to investigate a man with a gun call.
After a brief search they found the
subject of interest at Great Highway
and Balboa. The officers could see the
handle of the weapon from the suspect’s right front pants pocket. They
proned him out and rendered the
weapon safe. The .45 caliber semiautomatic was fully loaded with a
round in the chamber and the safety
off and he also had an additional
100 rounds of .45 caliber ammunition in his pockets . . . The officers
later found out that the suspect had an
extensive arrest record and a history
of 5150 W/I mental health detentions
over the years. So how in the world
did he come into posession of such a
dangerous weapon?!
And, it doesn’t necessarily have to
be a gun that can place an officer in
jeopardy . . . Officer Tom Cunnane
was assisting DPW workers at Campton Place and Sutter Street when he
had to take an individual into custody
who had committed a battery on one
of the workers. Fortunately for Tom
that Officer Kimberly Koltzoff arrived as back-up to disarm the other
suspect who was coming up on Tom
with a hatchet.
It’s 4:00 a.m. and Officer Nick
Donati and Officer Nick Ferrando
receive information of an armed
suspect who is in the area of the 300
block of Ellis Street. Sure enough, they
locate the suspect, make contact, and
eventually arrest him for the fullloaded, semi-automatic weapon he
had concealed.
A robbery occurred in the Ingleside
District with multiple suspects armed

with guns. Officer Anthony LaRocca
and Officer Havin Muro broke from
their assignment to search for the
suspects. Officer Nathan Bernard and
Officer Chistina Johnson were on
reports at the station but they also left
to assist. Officer LaRocca and Officer
Muro spotted the suspect vehicle and,
after a brief chase, had them cornered
in a high-risk traffic stop. Lieutenant
Jennifer Dorantes was also on the
scene and, once the suspects were
taken into custody, she located two
fully-loaded, semi-automatic weapons
in a hidden compartment in the suspect’s vehicle.
It’s 1:00 a.m. at the Sunnydale
Housing Projects and Officer David
Almaguer and Officer Tom Hauscarriague are way too close to numerous
gunshots going off. They notify Dispatch of the danger and then chase
an individual running from the scene.
They capture him a few blocks away
and he is still in possession of a fullyloaded, .40 caliber semi-automatic
pistol with a high-capacity magazine.
The suspect was on parole for robbery.
12 days later and Officer David
Almaguer and Officer Tom Hauscarriague set out to see if they could
locate the suspect who was wanted
for numerous counts of assault with a
deadly weapon, robbery, and dissuading a witness. Bail on this individual
was set at $2 million dollars! The
officers made numerous inquiries at
several addresses where the suspect
was known to hide to the point where
the suspect knew the officers were
getting too close so he had his family
make the call to arrange for his surrender to Officer Almaguer and Officer
Hauscarriague.
Sergeant Martin Bandvik just has
a knack for locating wanted subjects
and vehicles. The other day he reported for duty at 6:00 a.m. and checked

The suspect was originally stopped
by Officer Josey Russell and Officer
Don Anderson for a minor traffic
infraction. However, since the driver
insisted on producing an out-of-state
drivers’ license (which was invalid)
and denied that his California license
was suspended (it was) his car was
going to be impounded. Prior to towing the car the officers conducted an
inventory at which time they located
a fully-loaded, .357 handgun in the
center console. The suspect then
apologized to the officers for ‘forgetting’ to tell them about the weapon.
Officer Omar Alvarenga and Officer Meighan Lyons were in a similar
situation when they stopped the driver
of a BMW for a minor traffic violation
only to find out that the plates on the
BMW actually belonged on a Subaru…
oops. The driver was simply trying to
avoid paying an additional registration
fee, which is understandable, however the fully-loaded, semi-automatic
handgun in the front seat of the car
needed a much better explanation . . .
The limousine driver parked in an
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out-of-the-way spot she thought was
safe while waiting for her fare. The
next thing she knew her passenger side
window was smashed in and a suspect
reached into the vehicle and took her
purse. She called 9-1-1 and Officer
Sean Frost, Officer Anthony Pedroza,
Officer Justin Bugarin, and Officer
Austin Wilson responded. They set
up a perimeter search and located the
suspect. He tried to run but the officers
were a lot faster and soon had him, and
his gun, in custody.
It was early morning hours in the
Mission District when Officer Rolly
Junio and Officer Matthew Parra
came across the victim of a brutal
beating by 4 suspects. The victim was
in critical condition but an off-duty
Yolo County Sheriff was able to give
the officers a perfect description of the
suspects. The officers soon located the
4 individuals responsible for the beating and had them in custody within
minutes.
Are there too many guns on the
street? Yes — especially when you
consider that in the course of the past
5 months the officers at Bayview Station have confiscated 76 firearms . . .
that’s roughly one every other day, in
just one police district in San Francisco
— way too many!
Stay safe.

Going, going . . .
Staff Report

These are the uniforms recently turned in over the past few months by members who have retired. We will be losing an additional 260-300 people in the
next 2 years. There is only one Academy Class of 35 hires scheduled to start by
the end of this summer. Not too hard to do the math on this one . . .

Did Sergeant Scott Castruita Earn a Fair Pension?
continued from page 1

who was trying to take my gun away
and kill me with it. I live with lingering thoughts of what would he
have done to me, if I lost the fight?
Wanting to hear the sound of the
sirens telling me my brother and
sister officers were on the way to
help me. I thank God for my brother
and sister officers that showed up to
help me. One of those times they
even had to return my gun to me
because it ended up in the middle
of the street during the fight. That’s
when I decided to buy a back up gun
with my own money and I carried
it hidden on me for the rest of my
career.
• Winning fights with suspects did
not always mean I walked away
without injuries. I have had my
kneecap knocked off, a disk in my
back is compressed, all the bones
in one hand broken, several eye
injuries and two shoulder surgeries.
The list goes on but so do I.
• Over the years I have had rocks,

bottles, sticks, you name it and it’s
been thrown at me and sometimes
they hit me. I have been bitten,
punched, kicked, hit with cars, spit
at and called every name in the
book. But I have also been thanked
and had my hand shaken many
times by grateful citizens.
• I have set up funeral home arraignments for grieving families. I have
checked on mothers, fathers, and
other family members because
relatives had not heard from them,
only to find them dead and have to
tell the caller that their loved one
is gone. I have had to deliver the
worst news to families about their
dead children or mom or dad. Don’t
think that officers just go back into
service and never shed a tear. There
were times I could barely get around
the corner without my tears making
it too blurry for me to drive. That’s
when you call your family just to
say hi and they don’t have a clue
what you are feeling. This is one of
those jobs that won’t allow you to
just go home at the end of the day

and forget about it.
• All my kids’ events and all the holidays I missed while on patrol. Someone has to work those holidays. Not
me anymore and I am thankful to
be able to spend them now with my
family and friends. I don’t have to
get those calls at work from my family about how much they miss me
because I am not there with them.
Ok I think you get the picture this is
not just my story, this is almost every
police officer’s story. Just change the
names and the faces. Police officers
have all the same day-to-day stresses
everyone else has dealing with life. We
are also part of that 99%. Yet because
we drive those blue and white cars, we
end up being the most visible symbol
of government and the target of some
people’s frustrations with government.
We go to work and sometimes have to
make split second decisions that will
affect our lives as well as others, all at
the same time we are thinking about
our kids and other love ones.
I feel I earned my pension. I paid
into my pension my whole career. I

am not getting a free pension. In fact
when I retired, the city was still taking
almost 22% of my pay for my pension.
During my career, we were asked many
times by the city to sacrifice a pay raise
because of city budget problems. The
city told us if you agree not to take a
pay raise, we will increase your pension. We made a good faith agreement
with the city. Now the city wants to
break their agreement. It would be no
different then you making all your
house payments and then the bank
shows up and says it’s your fault we
are having money issues we need to
take your house. Really? I don’t think
so. I will continue to produce fugitive.
com and help the city catch bad guys
because catching bad guys is what I
do best. I refuse to waste the time and
the money the citizens of San Jose
invested in me.
This Op-Ed is written by and the opinion of Retired Sergeant Scott Castruita,
President of Fugitive Watch Productions.

